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ABSTRACT 
A cultural history of the middle Nolichucky River 
Basin has been defined based on data obtained during a 
1977 survey of 41 prehistoric archaeological sites. The 
area was sparsely occupied during the Paleo-Indian period, 
at least 10,000 years ago. More intensive occupations 
follo�ed during the Early Archaic through Mississippian 
periods. Representative areas within four generalized 
biogeographic zones were examined with particular empha-
sis on locating prehistoric archaeological sites and 
lithic raTI material sources. The small.size of the 
cultural material sample and limited number of sites exam­
ined do not provide sufficient data to make specific con­
clusions about patterns of settlement and subsis�ence for 
individual cultural periods. However, patterns of physio­
graphic. distribution of sites and changes in preference of 
li thic materials were evident for each of the broad cultural 
periods. Distribution of sites within the biogeographic 
zones reflects the type of subsistence pattern practiced 
during each cultural period. Local materials were used 
almost exclusively in the production of lithic implements. 
Harked changes in lithic preference are directly related 
to the relative sizes of naturally occurring raTI materials 
and the implements made from them. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past, archaeological research in Tennessee has 
been primarily salvage oriented. Extensive survey and exca­
cation projects have·been conducted almost exclusively in 
conjunction with the system of reservoirs constructed by the 
Tennessee ·valley Authority and the Corps of Engineers. 
River valleys in which no major reservoirs have b.een con­
structed have, for the most part, been virtually ignored as 
far as their archaeological resources are concerned. The 
Nolichucky River Basin is one of these areas which has 
received little archaeological attention in the past. 
The Nolichucky is one of several ·rivers which drain 
that portion of the Ridge and Valley Physiographic Province 
located in northeastern Tennessee. Its headwaters are 
located on the western slope of the Blue Ridge Mountains in 
North Carolina, and it enters the Ridge and Valley Province 
near Erwin, Tennessee. From that point, the river flows in 
a general southwesterly direction to its confluence with the 
French Broad River near Morristovm, Tennessee. 
During the period from June 16 to July 20, 1977, a 
surface survey of portions of the middle Nolichucky River 
Basin was conducted by the writer while employed as an 
Archaeological Aide for the Tennessee Department of 
Conservation, Division of Archaeology. Dr. Lewis w. Hcilhany 
assisted vn.th survey operations. For the purpose of this 
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survey, the middle portion of the river basin is defined as 
that portion of the Nolichucky watershed located in Washing­
ton County, Tennessee, and the portion in Greene County, 
Tennessee, between the Washington County line and a north­
south line representing 82° 45' West Longitude. 
Primary objectives of the survey were to locate and 
record prehistoric archaeological sites within the various 
biogeographic zones of the survey area, to obtain a surface 
sample of cultural material from each site, to identify the 
prehistoric groups which had inhabited each site, and to 
gather· data on patterns of settlement and subsistence for 
each of these cultural groups. Realization of these 
objectives would provide a data base which could serve 
several archaeological functions. It would (l) allow for 
establishment of a tentative historical framework of cultural 
development and change in the middle Nolichucky River Basin, 
(2) serve as a model for predicting locations of sites 
inhabited by specific prehistoric cultural groups within the 
research area, (3) act as a guide for predicting contents of 
prehistoric sites during future testing and excavation pro­
grams, and (4) serve as a model for testing hypotheses 
about prehistoric culture systems in the area. 
The purpose of this thesis is to present a description 
of the survey area and its environmental resources, a 
description of survey r:iethods and findings·, and conc1usi_9J1S 
based on data and materials obtained during the survey. 
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Background 
Previous research in the lower and middle po·rtions of 
the Nolichucky River Basin has been minimal. The earliest 
documented excavation was conducted in 1871 for the Harvard 
Peabody Museum at the Lick Creek Site (Wyman 1872: 11-22). 
The Camp Creek site in Greene County was excavated from 1955 
to 1957 by members of the Tennessee Archaeological Society 
under the superVision· of The University of Tennessee, Depart­
ment of Anthropology (Lewis and K.neberg 1957: 1-48). 
Mo.re recently, survey teams from the Research Labora­
tories of Anthropology of  the University of North Carolina 
have performed cursory explorations of the lower Nolichucky 
and other river valleys in upper East Tennessee (Dickens 
1976:186). An analysis of ceramics from 10 Mississippian 
sites in the survey area w�s conducted as a class project 
by a former undergraduate student in anthropology at The 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville (Earnest n.d.). 
In December 1977, salvage excavations were conducted 
at site 40WG17 by the U�ted State� Forestry Service. This 
site had been damaged by scouring action during a major 
flood of the Nolichucky River which had exposed a number 
of burials and features (Howard Earnest, Jr. , personal 
communication 1977). A report on these· excavations has not 
yet been published. 
Prior to this survey, a total of 35 archaeological 
sites ·had been recorded in the lower and middle portions of 
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the Nolichucky River Basin. These sites are located almost 
exclusively on the alluvial floodplain. Most of these sites 
were reported by amateur archaeologists, and site survey 
report forms contain only minimal data. 
Survey Methods and Problems 
Areas to be surveyed were select·ed to include a variety 
of commonly occurring and specialized topographic features. 
Most of these features can be grouped into four generalized 
biogeographic zones following the model used in the Normandy 
Reservoir in Middle Tennessee (Faulkner and Mccollough 1973: 
4-5). The first of these zones includes the first·terraces 
of the recent alluvial floodplains of. the Nolichucky River 
and its tributaries. The earlier second and third river 
and stream terraces comprise a second biogeographic zone. 
--
Valley slopes and bluff tops form the third zone. The 
fourth biogeographic zone consists of the gently rolling 
uplands, ridge summits, and hilltops. Specialized topo­
graphic features examined during the survey include cliffs 
and- minor elevations near springs or swampy areas. 
Survey activities also included collection of chert 
samples from bedrock and soils, examination of artifacts 
in ��jvate collections, and gathering data from informants 
on po-ssible site locations. 
:---It is realized that any non-random sampling· technique 
.. . 
cannot be expected to provide an unbiased. s·am.ple of the-
tot al material present. One o f · the obj e c ti v es of the 
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survey was to locate as many archaeological sites as possi­
ble within each biogeographic zone in a limited amount of 
time. With these factors in mind, it was decided to choose 
a sampling strategy which would .allow for observation of 
the greatest possible amount of cultivated land in each 
zone. 
One-half mile wide corridors, which encompassed areas 
of varying topographic features within the river and tribu­
tary stream valleys, were chosen as sampling units to pro­
vide a degree of order to the sampling strategy. Within 
these units, a patterned pedestrian reconnaissance, with 
surveyors'walking parallel about 10 meters apart, was chosen 
for cultivated areas. Any exposed ground in uncultivated 
areas would also be examined. 
Initial selection of a number of tentative sampling 
units was made from topographic maps of the survey area. 
A preliminary drive-through inspection and low altitude 
flight over the area were then conducted in order to iden­
tify those units in which a large percentage of land within 
each biogeographic zone was under cultivation. It soon 
became evident that a large portion of the alluvial flood­
plain was under cultivation. A smaller amount of land on 
the older terraces, and only isolated portions within the 
slopes and bluffs and the upland zones were under cultiva­
tion. In order to include an adequate sample from each 
of the biogeographic zones, it was necessary to s�lect 
isolated fields or areas outside of the selected corridors 
for examination. 
Other problems were encountered which precluded com­
plete coverage within each of the selected corridors. 
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These included difficulty in locating landowners to obtain 
permission to survey their property and refusal of landowners 
to allow access to property. Limited visibility due to 
dense weeds or crops became a major problem toward the end 
of the survey because of the time of year the survey was 
conducted. 
Nearly half of the farms or individual fields examined 
during th·e survey were owned by absentee landowners, or were 
leased to individuals who did not live in the immediate 
area. As a result, obtaining permission from the landowner 
or leasee was a time-consuming affair. In several cases 
repeated visits or telephone calls were made before the 
landowner could be contacted. 
One proposed survey corridor include� a farm of several 
hundred acres on which two archaeological sites had·been 
previously recorded. Unfortunately, the landowner had 
experienced. repeated instances of crop damage and "potholing" 
by vandals on one of the sites. As a result, he now refuses 
to allow any visitors on his property. This was the only 
case during the survey where access to lan� was refused. 
While it is unfortunate that this property could not be 
included in the survey, ·the landovmer' s refusal of access 
may serve to protect the archaeological sites on his prop­
erty from further destruction. 
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At the beginning of the survey, crops and weeds were 
small enough that they did not signific antly hamper survey 
activities. However, by the first week of July, crops in 
many fields were high enough to restrict ground visibility 
and make it difficult to accurately determine the location 
and limits of cultural materials. In addition to the crops, 
we·eds between the rows precluded examination of the ground 
in isolated areas. 
Weather conditions caused several minor delays during 
the survey. Local thunderstorms made it necessary to halt 
survey operations temporarily on four occasions. In a few 
inst ances, landowners were reluctant to allow survey oper­
ations in fields where the ground was still wet from recent 
rains. In these cases, it. was necessary to return one or 
two days later after ·the ground was dry enough to walk on 
without damaging crops or compacting the soil. 
Only one sampling unit was completely surveyed. This 
corridor extends one-fourth mile on either side of a line 
extending from a point located at 36° 12' 46 11 North Latitude, 
820 26' 17" West Longitude to a point located at 360 12' 
07" North Latitude, 820 27' 46" West Longitude. Highway 
81 was used as the southwest boundary for the corridor and 
a small paved road was used as the northeast boundary. This 
corridor covers the general area between Keplinger and Dry 
Creeks on the northeast side of .the Nolichucky River and 
the broad floodplain and t�rraces on the southwest side of 
the river. 
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Two other corridors were partially surveyed. One is 
located near the mouth of Big Limestone Creek and extends 
one-fourth mile on either side of a line between points 
located at 36° 12' 02" North Latitude, 82° 39' 17" West 
Longitude and 36° 12 1 33" North Latitude, 82° 39' 17n West 
Longitude. The other corridor crosses Little Limestone 
Creek between points located at 36° 13' 47" North Latitude, 
82° 34' 50" West Longitude and 36° 14' 27" North Latitude, 
82° 35' 13" West Longitude. 
Various locations .outside of these corridors were also 
surveyed. These included cultivated fields within the 
slopes and bluffs zone and the upland zone, previously 
recorded sites, and specialized topographic features. 
Environmental Setting 
The headwaters of the Nolichucky River are located in 
western North Carolina where the North and South Toe Rivers 
and the Cane River drain the western slope of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains. The topography of the upper watershed is 
mountainous and rugged. Among the peaks in this area is 
Mount Mitchell, the highest point in the eastern United 
States at 6, 884 feet above sea level (TVA 1940: 13 1). The 
river passes between the Unaka and Bald Mountains near 
Erwin, Tennessee, where it enters the Ridge and Valley 
Physiographic Province (Fenneman 1938: 195). Topography in 
this area is less rugged, stream slopes are less steep, and 
the _broad alluvial bottoms along the river are subject to 
overflow (TVA 1940: 131). A map of the Nolichucky River 
Basin is presented in Figure 1. 
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A combination of �ld climate, abundant seasonal rain­
fall, and a variety of easily exploitable natural resources 
makes valleys of rivers such as the Nolichucky among the 
richest and most productive natural environments to be fo�nd 
in the southeastern United States. Lewis and Kneberg ( 1946: 
42-43) described the natural environment of the river 
valleys of upper East Tennessee as 11 • • •  particul arly 
adapted to aboriginal life in the· riches and variety of 
wild food products, and was capable -of supporting rather 
large populations on this basis alone." 
The rocks in the middle Nolichucky River Basin consist 
of 30,000 to 40,000 feet of folded Paleozoic sediments in 
t�e second cycle of erosion. Selective erosion is conspic­
uous. In the humid climate of the southeastern United 
States, non-cherty limestones and dolomites are eroded most 
rapidly and tend to form valley floors •. Shales are more 
resistant, and the highly resistant sandstones and conglom­
erates cap the ridges. Relief in this area can be ch arac� 
terized as a lowland surmounted by low, narrow, even topped, 
parallel ridges which run in a northeast to southwest 
direction (Fenneman 1938: 195- 196). Maximum elevation of 
the ridges reaches over 1, 900 fee t, while the rolling hill·s 
covering most of the valley range between 1, 400 and 1, 500 
feet. The difference in elevation between the valley floor 
and the adjacent ridge crests ranges from 300 to 600 feet. 
·---···-- -KY. ----- ------ --
--- VA. _,-
TENN. �� . 
-]--
_ 
_N.C. l  .. 
--··- _ ALA. 
� GA. ----
. Figure 1. Map of Nolichucky River Basin • 
\"\ 
Shading denotes survey area 
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The Bald Mountains, which lie less than eight miles 
from the river and form the southeastern boundary of the 
middle Nolichucky watershed, rise to a height of over 4,800 
feet. These mountains are composed largely of Cambrian 
quartzites, sandstone, micaceous shale, arkose, graywacke, 
conglomerate, and greenish basalt flows (Hardeman 1966). 
For·most of its course in the lower valley, the Noli­
chucky River lies directly over sparsely cherty dolomites 
and dark limestones of the Ordovician Knox Group and the 
Cambrian Honaker Dolomite. These formations contain locally 
abundant chert nodules (Ibid.). Outcrops of these forma­
tions and river gravels derived from them would have pro­
vided aboriginal man with an abundant supply of small 
nodules of dark gray to black "flint" or chert from which 
tools were fashioned (Kellberg 1963:5). 
The Unaka Mountains, at the headwaters of the Nolichucky 
watershed in North Carolina, are largely composed of slates, 
quartzites, schists, gneisses, and granites (Hardeman 1966). 
Stream gravels and alluVial terraces of the Nolichucky 
River and its tributaries, \Vhich originate in the Unaka and 
Bald Mountains, contain a readily accessible source of 
cobbles of quartzite, rhyolite, vein quartz, slate, green­
stone, and other rocks which could have been used for the 
production of lithic artifacts. 
Mica and soapstone occur in the pegmatite dikes and 
metamorphic rocks at the headwaters of the Nolichucky River 
in North Carolina. -Aboriginal man could have obtained . · 
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these materials for the production of ornaments and vessels 
either by following the river to its source, or through 
trade with inhabitants of the Appalachian Summit area. 
Soils of the middle Nolichucky River Basin are mainly 
derived from limestone, dolomite, sandstone, shale, and 
quartzite parent rocks. Folding and tilti�g of these rocks 
has exposed many different formations at the surf ace� 
Uneven weathering of relatively thin, steeply tiited layers 
has resulted in a large number of soils with abrupt changes 
between them. Still other soil types have been formed by 
sorting and redeposition of these soils by running water 
( UT DAE 19 4 5 : 16 ) • 
Soils of the uplands and high terraces have· been 
severely leached. Consequently, they are acid, contain 
little organic matter, and are low in fertility. Soils of 
the low terraces. and bottom lands are of moderately high 
fertility and are fairly well supplied with lime and organic 
matter (USDA Soil Conservation Service 1958a:7). Two upland 
soil tYl)es, the Dunmore and Groseclose series, may have 
been important sources of chert used for the production of 
lithic artifacts. Other soils derived from these two series 
contain redeposited chert in the colluvial slopes and older 
terraces (Ibid. ). 
The climate of the middle· Nolichucky River Basin is 
classified as humid mesothermal, and is characterized by 
a definite seasonal ·rhythm (Fribourg tl �. 1973:5) •. · Pre­
vailing winds are westerly and the rainfall pattern is 
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�arked by a seasonal maximum in lat e  winter or e arly spring . 
There is a t endency for a second maximum in middl e  to l at e  
summer , and a well-marked minimum o c curs in mid- autumn. 
The lat e  wint er or  e arly spring rains freque_ntly c ause 
floo ds in this r egion. Topography is an import ant fac tor  
in c ausing lo c ally exc essive precipit ation in the  mountains 
of  the Nolichucky headwaters (Ward 1 925 : 1 90 ) . 
Average annual precipitation near the lower end o f  the 
middle portion o f  the Nolichucky Basin is 4 1 . 62 inches ,  
based on  a 42 y e ar  record at Gre enevill e ,  T ennessee . 
Precipit ation at the upper end o f  the middl e basin is 
slightly higher ,  with a 46 . 1 7 inch average based on  a 49 
1ear record at Embreevill e ,  Tennessee  ( USDC 1 974 : 43 ) . 
. . 
The average  yearly t emp erature for the area  ranges  from 
56 to 58 degrees  Fahrenheit , and the average  fro st- fr e e  
s eason vari es from 1 70 t o  1 80 days (TVA 1 936 : Pt 1 ) .  
While spring is the season normally asso ciat ed with 
flo o ding , some o f  the mo st sever e  floods in the Nolichucky 
Basin during this c entury have o c curred in lat e  summer. 
The gre at est floo d  in re corded history o f  the area  o c curred 
in May of 1 90 1 .  However , five of  the six maj or floo ds 
sinc e that time wer� in July or  August ( TVA 1 940 :  1 40 ) . 
These  summer floods resulted from abnormally high pre cipi­
t ation c aused either by tropic al storms , which moved  inl and 
from the co ast , or from abnormal met eorologi c al  conditions , 
whi ch were adversely influenc ed by mountainous topo graphy 
ne ar the headwat ers o f  the river ( Ibid . : 6- 1 0 , and 53 ) .  
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The middl e Nolichucky River Basin is charact eriz ed by  
a v egetational community r e f erred to as the Southern 
Appalachi an section of  th e oak-chestnut forest region 
( Braun 1950 : 195 ). This area has a gr eat div ersity of  vege­
tation which v aries according to elevation, drainag e, 
exposure, moisture, and soil type. The oak-ch estnut . forest 
originally cover ed most of th e mountain slopes and rolling 
uplands between 1,300 and 4 ,500 f e et of  el evation. However, 
on some o f  the lower mountain slopes of  southern eX!)osure, 
scatt er ed ar eas of  b e e ch ( Fagus grandifolia ) and oc casional 
buckeyes ( Aesculus octandra ) sugg est that mixed meso!)hytic 
communiti es exist ed earlier ( Ibid. : 1 97 and 233 ). 
On the v all ey floors, whit e  oak ( Quercus �) predom­
inat es, frequ ently ac companied by tuliptr e e ( Liriod endron· 
tulipifera), hickory ( Carya sp. ), red oak (Guercus rubra ), 
and black oak ( Guercus velutina ).  Dogwood (Cornus sp. ) 
and wild cherry ( Prunus sp. ) are commonly found b en eath 
the c anopy ( Ibid. : 237-238 ). 
Mixed mesophytic forests  containing basswood ( Tili a 
h et eronhvlla), sugar maple (� saccharinum), tuliptr ee  
(Liriodendron tulipi f era), and arborvitae ( Thuja occi den­
t alis ) oc cur along entrench ed tributary streams. Wh ere 
limeston e out crops oc cur, red c ed ar  ( Juniperus virgini a.J1a ) 
is often pres ent (Ibid. : 240-24 1). 
The oak-deer-chestnut fa ciation typic al  of  this area 
in earlier times has b e en d estroy ed as a r esult of h eavy 
lumbering and the blight which vriped out the Americ an 
chestnut ( Cast anea dentata)  in the mid- 1 930 ' s ( Sh elford 
1 963 : 38-39 ) . 
Acorns and chestnuts were probably the most heavily 
exploited sourc es of plant food for aboriginal man. 
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However, other nuts ,  berries, s eeds , leaves , flowers ,  roots, 
bark, and shoots would have provided a wide variety of food 
sourc es  from· which to choose  ( Fernald � � .  1 958 : 2 ) . 
Mccallough and Faulkner ( 1 973 : Table 1 )  listed 6 1  
sp ecies of  edible plants which might be expected to oc cur 
in the Vicinity of the Higgs site in Loudon County , T ennes­
see. This list includes  33 sp ecies  from the recent alluvial 
t errac es ,  30 species on the older terrac e s ,  and 24 species  
in the upland ridges .  An . additional 19  sp ecies of  edible 
plants common to the river valleys of eastern Tenness e e  
were listed by Fernald et al. ( 1 9 58 )  • . Most of  these  edibl e 
plant sp ecies were probably available to aboriginal man in 
the middle Nolichucky River Basin. 
Poll en samples colle cted i� the Shenandoah Valley near 
Staunton , Virginia, suggest that spruce ( Pic ea sp o ) and pine 
( Pinus sp. ) predominated in the area prior to 1 2, 720 ! 200 
B. P. By 9, 520 ! 200 B . P . ,  oak ( Quercus sp. ) pollen predom­
inated with only a small p erc entage of conifer poll en. 
Both oak ( Guercus sp . )  and pi�e . ( Pinus sp . )  pollen wer e 
abundant by around 5 , 600 B .P·:-; along with substantial amounts 
of  pollen from other deciduou-s sp ecies . · ( Craig 1 969 : 
Figure 40 ).  
Analysis of charcoal samples at the Rose Island site 
in Monroe County, Tennessee, indicated a predominanc e of 
oak ( Quercus sp . ) ,  with a number of other deciduous tre es 
represented in the Early Archaic deposits. Conspicuously 
absent was any evidence of coniferous tre es.  Early Wood-
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. land deposits at the same site showed hickory ( Carya sp . ) ,  
oak ( Guercus sp. ) ,  and pine ( Pinus sp . )  as the three most 
frequent type s  of wood present ( Chapman 1 9?5 : 222-224 ) . 
These two samples from locations in the Ridge  and 
Valley Provinc e to the north and south of the Nolichucky 
River Basin, suggest that a similar progression of forest 
types may have oc curred in upper E'ast Tennessee. An oak 
maximum as early as 9, 500 B.P. may have been followed by 
increased frequency of coniferous tre es by the sixth 
millennium B. C .  
Prior to the arrival o f  European settlers, the eastern 
Tennessee Valley supported a ·rich and varied fauna. Lt. 
Henry Timberlake traveled throughout the valleys of upper 
East T�nnessee in 1 ?6 1 and 1762 and was impressed by the 
incredibl e numbers and tn>es of wild.life.  His memoirs 
include references to many fish, otters, and beavers in the 
stre ams (Williams 1 927 : 69 ) .  He also mentioned incredibl e 
numbers of · buffaloes, bears, deer , panthers, wolves, foxes , 
rac coons, opossums, and · other lesser game animals. Among 
the wide variety of birds observed, he  mentioned turkeys, 
· geese, partridges, pheasants, and several kinds of ducks 
( Ibid. : 27, 47, and 7 1 ) . 
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Kellogg ( 1 939 ) lists 87 species of mammals which have 
been observed in Tennessee. All but a few of these were 
probably inhabitants of areas such as the middle Nolichucky 
River Basin., 
At least 250 species or subspecies of birds have been 
· observed in eastern Tennessee . Of these, 65  are listed as 
permanent residents. The rest are listed as seasonal visi­
tors or migratory tr ansients ( Ganier 1 933 : 43 ) . 
Kuhne ( 1 939 ) lists 128 species of fish which are n ative 
to the state of Tennessee. The Nolichucky River and its 
tributaries would have offered a variety of habitats favor­
able to many of. these species prior to the arrival of 
European·  settlers. 
In a survey of the Great Smokey Mountains National 
Park , Huheey and Stupka ( 1 967 : 85-86 ) recorded 34 species of 
amphibians and 37 species of reptiles. Most of these were 
found in the lower elevations and were probably inhabitants 
of  the nearby Nolichucky River Basin. Twenty- five other 
species wer e listed which were found within 60 mil es o f  
the park boundaries ( Ibid. : 73-82 ) .  
Ortman ( 19 18: 6 18-6 19 ) recorded 14 species of fresh 
water mussels collected from the Nolichucky River one mile 
above its confluence with the French · Broad River. He 
collected 24 additional species from the French Broad River 
and its other tributaries. This total of 38 species from 
the Nolichucky River and nearby waters was collected during 
single visits to only eight collecting stations. 
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The riverine environment of the middle Nolichucky 
River Basin would have  provided an exceptionally rich sourc e 
of faunal species which could have been exploited by aborig­
inal man. Important mammals restricted to the riverine 
areas would have  included beaver ( Castor canadensis ) ,  otter 
( Lutra canadensis ) ,  mink ( Must ela vison ) ,  and musk.rat 
( Ondatra zibethicus ) ( Kellogg 1 939 : 262-286 ) .  Many other : 
mammals including white-tail ed deer ( Odo coil eus virginianus ) ,  
e lk  ( Cervus canadensis ) ,  rac coon ( Pro cyon lotor ) ,  opossum 
( Didelphis marsunialis ) �  eastern fox squirrel ( Sciurus 
niger ) ,  and striped skunk (Mephitis menhitis ) inhabit ed 
the floodplain forests. 
Several species  of raptorial birds were commonly found 
in the floodplain forests. A number of aquatic speci e s  
would have been found along the river and streams , e spe­
cially in the spring and fall. Some of the more common 
transi ent waterfowl in the area would have included the 
Canada goose ( Branta canadensi s ) ,  mallard (� platy­
rhynchos ) , green-winged teal (Nettion c arolinense ) , ring­
necked duck (Nyroca collaris ) ,  and less er sc ·aup duck (Nyro c a  
af finis)  ( Ganier 1 933 ) .  
The ·larg'er speci es  o f  fish, mollusks , s alamanders, 
frogs, turtles, lizards, and snakes  would have been readily 
available foo'd sourc es  during the warmer months from lat e 
· · spring to early autumn. 
In the ·open forests  of the uplands and ridges, a number 
of larger mammalian species  were probably significant food 
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sources. These included the black bear ( Ursus ameri c anus) , 
mountain lion ( Felis concol or ) ,  bobcat ( Lynx rufus ) ,  red 
fox ( Vul�es fulva ) ,  gr� fox ( Urocyon cinereoargent eus ) , 
gray wolf ( Canis lupus) ,  and woodchuck ( Marmota monax)  
( Kellogg 1 939 ) . Many of  the species list ed for· the riverine 
areas were probably common in the upland forests as well • 
. The most important game animal for aboriginal man was 
probably the white-tailed deer ( Odocoileus vi rginianus) .  
These animals ar e  browsers and were probably common to 
both the riverine and upland environments during most of 
the year. However, their heavy use of acorns and chestnuts 
may have l ed them to concentrat e in the upland forests 
during the la�e summe_r and. aut1:1mn (Madson 1 96 1 : 43-44 ) . 
. . 
Of the large indigenous birds, the wild turkey 
(Meleagris gallopavo) was probably the most important ·game 
species. These birds· pref-erred the open hardwood forests 
having mast-bearing trees. They tended to avoid areas of 
dense undergrowth which would reduce their field of vision 
and spe ed of escap e ( Schorger 1 966 : 222 ) .  
In summary, the middl e basin of the Nolichucky River 
offered a natural environment particul arly suit ed for 
aboriginal life .  The mild climate, with moderate rainfall 
throughout· the yeax, favored many types  of plants utilized 
by . man as well as by game animals. These factors , along 
with the rich soils of the alluvial bottomlands,  would also 
have provided a productive environment for aboriginal 
horticulture. 
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Ample supplies of raw materials for tools and ornaments 
were available eithe� within the valley or in the adjacent 
mountains of the Blue Ridge Physiographic Province. 
Predominant forest types have probably changed sig­
nificantly during· the past 1 2, 000 years. However , the 
variety of edible plants availabl e to aboriginal man would 
have bee·n adequate  to provide a rich .and abundant sourc e 
of food. Faunal species also appear to have been varied 
and abundant. They would have provided a plentiful supl)ly 
of meat . 
S easonal variation of the food supply probably led 
early hunting and gathering groups to shift their habitation 
sites on a s easonal. basis. Resources  of the riverine 
environment would have be en mo st plentiful during late 
spring and summer. During late summer and autumn, the up­
land environment would have been most productive. With the 
addition of cultigens as a new type of food sourc e ,  more 
:permanent habitation sites on the floodplains became 
po ssibl e .  
CHAPTER II 
LITHICS 
2 1  
A total o f  6072 lithic artifacts  were recovered during 
the 1 977 survey of  the middle Nolichucky River Basin or 
o bserved in private collections from sites visited during 
the survey. This tot al  included 1338 ( 22. 0%) chipped stone 
implements, 4709 ( 77 . 6%) items clas sified as  chipping de­
bris, and 25 ( 0. 4%) ground and peck ed stone artifact s. 
Distribution o f  lithi.c materials for each site is presented 
in Table s 1 and 2. � 
Lithic artifacts were placed in descriptive· categorie s 
based. on dif ference s in morphology, style, and technology . 
Type name s used in this analysis are tho se which have been 
previously established and are in common usage in the arch­
aeological literature . In many case s, these names reflect 
the presumed function of  a specific tool type. 
Chipped Stone Artifacts 
This  portion o f  the lithic sample includes tho se arti­
fact s which were manu factured by percussion or pre ssure 
flaking. 
Projectile Point s/Knive s 
A total of  26 1 artifact s classified as  projectile 
points/knives were. recovered during the survey. An addi­
tional 169 specimens, previously collected by Dr. Lewi s w. 
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Mcilhany , from eight of  the sites surveyed are included in 
the analysis sample. Of the 430 specimens analyzed , 103 
are too fragmentary or amorphous to permit classific ation •. 
The remaining 327 pro jectile points/knives were identified 
as belonging to previously established tn·es. 
In several cases, artif acts which could be determined 
with a relatively high degree of certainty as having been 
found at a specif�c site, were observed in the possession 
of landowners or local collectors . The presenc e of identi­
fiable projectile point/knife types in these collections 
is indicated in Tables 1 and 2 by an asterisk in the column 
under the sites from which they were said to have been 
recovered . - Projectile point/knife types observed in the 
an alysis sample are described below. 
Clovis (Suhm and Krieger 1954) ( Figure 2A) 
The. b asal portion of one specimen recovered during the 
survey conforms to this  type . One complete and one frag­
mentary specimen were included in the survey sample from 
a second site .  The fragment ary sp ecimen appears to repre­
sent the b ase of an unfinished point which was broken 
during removal of the first flute . This type is re ferable 
to .the .Paleo- Indian period and probably d ates in excess of  
10 , 000 yeaxs in the middle Nolichucky · River B asin. 
Small Flut ed ( Gardner 1974: 15 ) ( Figure 2B ) 
One basal fragment of this type was included in the 
survey sample . This type _was found stratigraphically 
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Figure 2 ;  Pro jectile Point s/Knives : Paleo- Indian ;  
Early an d  Mi ddl e Archaic. A. Clovis ; B • .. Small . Fluted ; 
c .  Wheeler-like ; D.  Hardaway- Dal ton ; E.  Ki-rR ; 
F.  l·'1c Corkle ;  G.  St. Albans ; · H.  Lecroy ; I .  Kanawha; 
J.  Stanly ; K. Mo rro w Mount ain.  
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abov e Clovi s point s at the Thund erbird sit e ( 44WR 1 1 )  in 
Warr en County, Virgini a. Gardner ( 1 974 : 1 5 ) has sugge sted 
a middl e  Paleo sub-ph as e as soci ation for this typ e. 
Whe el er (Cambron 1 9 57: 1 9) (Figur e 2C ) 
One point which res embl e s  th e Wn e eler Recurvate  type 
is included in th e sampl e. Cambron and Hulse  ( 1969: 1 14) 
h av e  suggest ed a transitional Paleo-Indian to Archaic 
as sociation for this typ e. 
Hardaway- Dalton (Coe  1 9 6 4 : 64 )  (Figure 2D ) 
Two fr agmentary specimens of  this type were recovered 
from one sit e during the survey. This is  appar�tly a 
transitional type from Paleo- Indi an to Early Archaic 
(Chapman 1977: 49). 
� Corner Notch ed (Coe  1964: 69-70) (Figure 2E) 
A total of 27 sp ecimens from · 14 sit e s  are  includ ed in 
the sampl e. Exampl es  from . four additional sit es  wer e  ob­
served in privat e collections. . Sugg est ed dates  of 7500 to 
6900 B. C .  have been proposed  for th e Kirk phas e ( Chapman 
1 976: 1 ) .  
Mac Corkl e St emmed ( Broyles  1966: 23 ) (Figur e 2F ) 
One sp e cim en of this type was recover ed during the 
survey . Broyle s  ( 197 1: 7 1) suggested a date  betwe en 6850 
and 6750 B. C .  based  on their str atigraphic position above 
Kirk and below St. Albans str at a at the St. Albai.�s site 
in Kanawha County, We st Virginia. 
.fil.:. Albans .§lli No t ched  ( Bro yl es  1 966 : 23-25 ) ( Figure 2G ) 
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Six exampl e s  o f  this typ e  from six sit e s  are included  
in  the  sampl e .  This tYJ)e is also present in a privat e  
coll ection from one  o ther si t e .  Th e St . Albans strat a  at 
the Ro se Isl and sit e  on the Littl e Tennesse e  River pro duc ed  
radio c arbon dat e s ranging from 67 10: 1 80 to  6 850:t270 B . C .  
( Chapman 1 976 : 6 ) .  
Lecroy Bi furc at ed lliE, ( Lewis and Kneberg 1 9 55 : 79 , 8 1 ;  
Bro yl e s  1 96 6 : 26-27 ) ( Figure 2H) 
Four exampl e s  o f  this typ e  were obs erved  from three  
sit e s .  Archaeomagneti c dating at the Ro s e  I sl and sit e  and 
a radio c arbon dat e  from the St . Albans si t e  sugg e st a dat e  
o f  aro und 6300 B . C .  for this typ e  ( Bro yl es 1 966 : 40 ;  Ch apman 
1 976 : 6 ) . 
Kanawha St emmed ( Broyl e s  1 9 66 : 27 )  ( Figure 2I ) 
This typ e  is  represent ed  by four exampl es  from three  
sit es. A radio c arbon dat e  o f  62 1 0� 1 00 B . C .  was o bt ained  
for  this  typ e  at the St . Albans sit e  ( Bro yl e s 1 9 66 : 40 ) . 
Bi furc at e  Vari ant s ( Chapman 1 97 5 : i 10- 1 1 4 )  
Five bi fur c at e d  base point s from three  si t es do no t 
con form to the previously  de scribed  typ e s  which repre s ent 
the bi furc at e  traditio n .  Bi fur c ate  vari ant s  were al so 
observed in privat e coll e ctions from two o ther sit e s  • 
. The s e  point s pro bably fit within a g eneral time frame  o f  
6800 t o  6 100 B . C .  as suggested  by Chapman ( 1 976 : 1 )  for th e 
Early Archai c .  bi furc at e  phases. 
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Stanly Stemmed (Coe 1 964 : 35 )  (Figure 2J) 
This tYJ)e is represented by six examples from three 
sites. An additional specimen was observed in a · private 
collection from one other site. Chapman ( 1 976 : 1) has 
suggested a date of around 5800 B . C .  for the Stanly phase 
based on dates from Archaic sites along the Little Tennes­
see River . 
Morrow Mountain (Coe 1 964 : 37 )  (Figure 2K) 
A total of 25 examples of this type was observed from 
1 1  sites. A radiocarbon date of 5045±245 B. C .  was obtained 
from the Morrow Mountain stratum at the Icehouse Bottom 
site (Chapman 1 976 : 8 ) . 
Guilford l anceolate (Coe 1 964 : 43 )  (Figure 3A) 
Eight examples of  this type from four sites are 
included in the sample. Coe ( 1 964 : 44 )  has suggested a 
minimum date of 4000 B. C. for this type. 
Cedar Creek (Joseph L. Benthall , personal communication 
1 978 ) ( Figure 3B)  
Ten sites produced 1 6  examples of this type. Additional 
examples from two other sites were observed in private col­
lections. Excavations ·at the Dougherty Cave site on the 
Clinch river in Russell county , Virginia, have placed this 
type stratigraphically below the Savannah River type. A 
radiocarbon date of  3740!260 B . C .  was obtained for the 
stratum which produced this type ( Joseph L. Benthall , 
personal communication 1 978 ) . 
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Figur e 3 .  Pro j e c til e  Po int s/IL"li v e s : Middl e and Lat e 
Archaic ; and Woo d.l and .  A. Guil fo rd ; B .  C edar Cre ek ;  
c .  Savann ah  Rive r ; D .  Ot arr e ; E .  Swannano a. 
Sav annah RiYer ( Coe 1964 : 44-45 ) (Figure 3C ) 
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A total of 46 points o f  this type were recovered from 
1 1  sites. Examples in private collections were observed 
from four additional sites. A radiocarbon date of  1944± 
250 B . C .  was obtained from a stratum which produced this 
type at the Gaston site in . Halifax County , North Carolina 
( Coe 1964 : 97 ) . 
Otarre Stemmed (Keel 1976 : 194 )  (Figure · 3D )  
Seventeen examples o f  this type were recovered from 
seven sites. Keel ( 1976 : 196 ) felt that this was the last 
point type produced in the Southern Appalachians prior to 
the introduction of  ceramics. 
Swannanoa Stemmed ( Keel 1976 : 196- 198 ) ( Figure 3E ) 
A total of  nineteen examples were observed from 1 1  
sites. Specimens from one additional site were observed in 
a private collection. Keel ( 1976 : 198 ) assigned this type 
to the Early Woodland Swannanoa phase in North Carolina 
and cited Tenna ssee equivalents from the Ni ckaj ack Reser­
voir ( Faulkner and Graham 1 96 6 : Plate 19) , the Tellico 
Reservoir ( Salo 1969 : Plate 28 f ) , and the Rankin site in 
Cocke County ( Smith and Hodges 1 968 : Plate VIII ) .  
Plott Short Ste�ned (Keel 1976 : 1 26-127 ) ( Figure 4A )  
This type is represented by ' 1 0  specimens from five 
sites. Association with Swannanoa ceramics in North Caro­
lina ( Keel 1 976 : 127 ) and grit-tempered cord and fabric 
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Figure 4.  Projectile Points/Knive s :  Woodl and and 
Mi.s�issippian . A. Plott ; B. Ebenezer ; c .  Camp Creek · 
D. Nolichucky ; E. Greeneville; F. Swan Lake ; G.  Jacks 
Re e f  Corner Notched ; H. Jacks . Reef Pentagonal ; I. 
Hamilton; .  J. Late Mississippi Triangular. 
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marked c eramics in e ast ern Tenn essee ( Faulkner and Gr aham 
1 966 : 73 ) suggest that this is an Early Wo o dl and typ e .  
Ebenezer ( C ambron and Hulse 1 9 69 : 36 )  ( Figur e 4B ) 
This typ e  is repr esent ed by nine exampl es from six 
sit es. Sp e cimens from one  o th er si t e  were o bserve d  in a 
privat e coll e c tio n .  An Early Woo dl and asso ci atio n  is 
suggest ed fo r this typ e  based o n  its ' o c curr enc e at the 
Camp Cre ek sit e  in Gre ene County ( Lewis and Kn eberg 1 9 57 : 2 1 ) ,  
and the Rankin sit e  in Co cke Co unty ( Smith a.i.�d Ho dges  1 96 8 : 
64 ) . 
� Cre ek ( Kneb erg 1 9 56 : 23 )  ( Figure 4C ) 
Twelve  specimens were  re covered from four sit es. This 
typ e  was also o bserved in privat e coll ec tions from thr e e  
o ther sit es. The Camp Cr e ek typ e  is o ft en found in asso­
ci ation with the Gr e enevill e and Nolichucky typ es in e ast ern 
T e nness e e . Ke el ( 1 976 : 1 3 1 )  fel t  that this typ e  might be  
relat ed to  the  Garden Cre ek Tri angul ar typ e  in  No rth Caro ­
lina .  These tri angul ar point typ es app eared  during th e 
Early Woo dl and p erio d  and co ntinu ed in use into th e Middl e 
V/o o dl and p erio d .  
Gr e enevill e ( Kneberg 1 9 57 : 64 )  ( Figure 4E ) 
This type  is  represent ed by 1 5  exampl es re covered  
from five sit es. Sp ecimens from thr ee  additional si t e s  
were observed in priv at e  coll e c tio ns. An Early to :Middl e 
Woo dl and time fr ame simil ar to th at o f  th e Ca.mp Cr e ek typ e 
appe ars to b e  appropri at e for this typ e .  
No li chucky ( Kneberg 1 9 57 : 65 )  ( Figure 4D ) 
A total o f  1 1  exampl es from five  si t es i s  pl aced in 
this  typ e .  Exampl es o b served  in privat e coll ections  had 
b een r eco v er e d  from thre e additional sit es. Associ ation 
with Camp Cr e ek and Gre eneville typ e s  suggest that this 
typ e was pro_duced  during the Early and Mi ddl e  Woo dl and 
p erio ds . 
� � ( C ambron and Hul s e  1 969 : 1 08 )  ( Figure 4F ) 
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Five �xampl es  o f  this typ e _were recovered  from four 
sit es. This typ e  is  simil ar to the Plott  Short St emmed  
typ e  from North Carolina ( Ke el 1 976 : 1 26- 1 27 ) .  It app e ars 
to b e  as soci at ed with th e Middl e  Woo dl and p erio d in e ast ern 
T enn esse e .  
jacks � Co rner No t ched  ( Ritchi e 1 96 1 ;  Cambron and Hul s e  
1 969 : 69 )  ( Figur e 4G )  
Five  sit es yi el ded six exampl e s  o f  this  typ e .  Speci­
mens from two o ther sit es wer e observ ed in privat e coll ec­
tions . Simil ar point s have  ·b e en found as soci at e d  with 
Lat e  Woo dl and _component s  at sit e s  in e ast ern Tenness e e  
( Graham 1 964 : 3 1 ;  Lewi s  an d  Kneberg 1 946 : 1 1 1 - 1 1 2 ) . 
Jacks � P ent agonal ( Ritchie 1 9 6 1 ;  C e.mbron and Hul se  
1 9 69 : 60 )  · ( Figur e 4H ) 
Six exampl es o f  thi s  typ e  wer e r eco y ered from thr e e  
sit es. A �rivat e  co ll ection fro� o n e  o ther sit e included 
sp ecimens o f  .this typ e .  Simil ar p ent agonal typ e s  h ave 
Late Woodl and ( Cambron and Hulse 1 9 69 : 60 )  through proto­
historic ( Coe 1 9 64 : 49 )  associations in the eastern United 
States . 
Hamilton ( Kneberg 1 9 56 : 24 )  ( Figure 4 I )  
A total of 56 small triangul ar points is placed in 
this category. These points were recovere·d from 1 2  sites 
and were observed in private collections from one other 
site. The range  of variation within the sample probably 
includes examples which belong to the Late Woo dl and type 
originally described by Kneberg, as well as Mississippi an 
types as so ·ci ate d with the Pisgah ( Di ck ens 1 9  7 6 : 1 3  5- 1 36 ) 
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and Cherokee ( Keel 1 976 : 53-54 )  occupations. No further 
subdivision of this category was attempted due to the small 
size and surface natur� of the sample. 
� Mississin"Oi Triangul ar ( Kneberg 1 956 : 24 )  ( Figure 4J ) 
This type is represented by six examples from four 
sites. One specimen from an additional site was observed 
in a private collection. Specimens in the sample are 
simil ar to those described as typical of the Dallas culture 
( Lewis and Kneberg 1 946 : 1 1 3- 1 1 4 ) . 
Broken 2..£ Untyned Pro fectile Points/Knives 
This category included 1 04 fragmentary or amorphous 
specimens which could not be identified as belonging to 
one of the previously established types described above. 
Other Chinn ed  Sto n e  Arti f ac t s  
Bi f aci al  Kni f e  ( Figure 5A) 
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This c at egory consists  o f  asymetri c al  bi fac e s  which 
exhibit a singl e ,  finely retouched  l at eral edg e .  Two 
exampl e s  wer e r ecovered from two sit e s .  Sp e cimens from 
two additional sit e s  were obs erv ed  in privat e coll e c tions .  
Fl ake Kni f e  ( Figur e 5B ) 
Eight fl akes which  displ ay acut e- angl e  retouch ed  
edg e s  on  one  or  bo th l at eral edg e s  wer e reco vered from 
four sit es .  An �xampl e from one  o ther sit e  was o bs erved  
in  a priv at e coll ection. 
� Scran er ( Figure 5C ) 
A to t al  o f  27 fl akes displ ays  rel atively st e ep mar­
ginal retouch which forms  a c onvex working edg e  at the  dis­
t al  end. S ev eral sp ecimens displ ay mo der at e to heavy wear 
on  the  working edg e .  Exampl e s  o f  this tool typ e were 
re cover ed from 1 5  sit e s  and wer e o b s erved  in privat e 
coll ections  from two additional sites .  
� Scran er ( Figure 5D ) 
Thre e fl akes hav e  one  or  mor e  st e eply retouched  l at eral 
edges . The s e  were recovered from two sit e s .  
St emmed  Scran er ( Figure 5E ) 
Seven bas e s  o f  st emmed  pro j ec til e - point s/kni v e s  had 
b e en r eworked to  form a st e ep transv erse  working edge  at 
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Figure 5 .  Mi sc ell aneous Cffipp e d  Sto n e  Arti f ac t s .  
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A. Bi f aci al Kni f e ;  B .  · Fl ake Kni f e ; c .  End Scrap er ;  
D .  Si d e  Sc r ap er ;  E .  St emm e d  S_c r a� er ; · F .  Dr;ll ; G .  Gr av er/ 
p er fo r ator ; H.  Spoke sh av e ;  I .  ·: :.Piac e Esguill e e ;  J.  Pr e fo rm ;  
K. Bi fac e ;  L .  Bl ade-like Fl ak e ; H. Utili z e d Fl ake . 
.• 
the dist al end . These were re co vered from four sites . 
Additional examples were observed in :private coll ections 
from three other sites. 
Cho n�er . (Figure 6H ) 
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Two bi facially worked implements displaying evidence 
of  battering or heavy wear along the lateral edges were 
recovered from two sites. One of  these examples is the 
basal portion o f  a large stemmed quartzite biface which 
resembl es the Savann ah  River projectile point/kni fe type. 
Drill (Figure 5F ) 
Four bi f ace s with long rod-like .blades were reco vered 
fr�m three sites . One specimen from another site was 
observed in a private collection.· 
Graver/Per for ator (Figure 5G ) 
Two fl akes reco vered from separate sites display a 
small pointed projection formed by uni facial retouch along 
both sides of  the t�p. 
Snokeshave ( F1gure · 5H ) 
Six . flakes with a concave scraping edge were recovered 
from four sites. 
Pi �ce Ss auill �e (Figure 5I ) 
A total of  25 fl akes and core fragments display a 
ridge on one or more margins which appear to have been 
produced by extensive crushing � These arti facts may 
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represent the end product of the bipolar manufacturing 
technique , or they may have been produced through use as 
wedges for splitting hard substances such as bone · or ant­
ler. Pieces Esauill e es were recovered from fourt e en sit es 
and were observed in a private coll ection from one other 
site. 
Pre form ( Figure 5J ) 
This cat egory includes 27 bifaces which had b e en 
roughly shap ed to pro j ectile point/knife-like proportions. 
Most specimens are triangular or ovoid in outline, have  
thick irregular edges showing no pressure retouch, and 
require further modification to establish a hafting area. 
Preforms were recovered from nine sites , · and one example 
was observed in a private collection from another sit e. 
Biface  ( Figure 5K) 
A total of 1 84 amorphous or fragmentary bifacially 
worked impl ements is placed in this category. These may 
include crude cutting or chopping tools as well as unfinish­
ed impl ement s YJhich were broken or discarded during various 
st ages of the manufacturing proc ess. Examples were recover­
ed from 32 sites. 
Bl ad e-like Fl a�e ( Figure 51 ) 
A total of 6 1  narrow, g enerally p ar allel sided pris­
matic fl akes is pl aced in this category . These wer e 
recovered from 1 3  sites and additional examples were observ­
ed in a private coll ection from one other site. Some of 
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the specimens in this category �ay represent true bl.ades 
struck from prepared cores as the product of a systematic 
flaking tecb.nique . Blade-like flakes at the Icehouse 
Bo ttom site ( 40MR23 ) were recovered almo st exclusively from 
Early Archaic strata ( Chapman 1 977 : 7 1 ) .  True blades from 
the same site were associated with the Middle Woodland 
occupation. The blade and core technology was tho ught to 
represent a stimulus diffusion from Hopewellian contacts 
( Chapman 1 973 : 9 1 -93 ) .  
Utilized Fl ake ( Figure 5M) 
A total o f  552 flakes which display some form of use 
or edge . "nibbling� '  were recovered from 4 1 sites. The edge 
damage on · many of these specimens was undoubtedly caused 
by use of the flake as a functional tool. However , it is 
quite probable that many of the flakes received edge damage 
from recent agricul tural activities or during cleaning and 
storage after they ·were collected. 
Not ched Hoe 
One large quartzite spall exhibiting notches on bo th 
lateral edges and a bifacially flaked bit at one end is 
placed in this cat egory • 
. Chipping Debris · 
This category incl ude·s various unmodi fied fl ak_es, 
modi fied. . and unmodified chert nodu�es , tabular chert 
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fragments ,  and nodule fragments. A total o_ f 4709 specimens 
w a s  recovered from 4 1  sites. · 
Ground or Pecked Stone Arti facts 
Grooved � ( Figure 6 A) 
One complete fully grooved ax and one ax fragment 
were recovered from two sites. 
� (Figure 6B) 
Seven celt· fragments were recovered from six sites. 
Additional exampl es were observed in private collections 
from two other sites. 
Pitted Cobble ( Figure 6C ) 
Eight cobbles possessing a single pit on both sides 
were recovered from six sites . Each specimen exhibits 
some · degree of  battering or abrasion along the lateral 
edges . Examples from one other sit-e were observed in a 
- �rivate collection . 
Pestle 
One cylindrical pestle was recovered during the survey. 
A bell-shaped pestle �as observed in a private collection 
from another site�-
Mortar 
One large quartzite ·cobble with a circul ar depression 
· on dn� side was re�overed during the survey . 
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Fugure 6. Miscell aneous Ground and Chipped Stone 
Artifacts. A. Grooved Ax;  B. Celt ;  C. Pitted Cobble ; 
D .  Discoidal ; E. Gorget ; F .  Crude Subconic al Core ; 
G. Abrader ; H. Chopper . 
Discoidal ( Figure 6D )  
Two fragments o f  polished  stone di scoidals were re­
covered from a Mississippi an sit e .  
Gorget ( Figure 6E ) 
Three  fragment s o f  tabul ar green sl at e .wer e recovered 
from two sit es .  Each di spl ays one  or two bi conically 
drill ed holes . · A fragment ary sp ecimen from one other sit e  
was observed in a privat e coll ec tion. 
Abrader ( Figure 6F ) 
One fragment o f  .siltstone  displ ays several shallow 
straight grooves  on one side . 
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CHAPTER III 
OCCURRENCE AND UTILI'ZATION OF LITHIC RESOURCES 
Perhaps  the mo.st commonly found evidenc e o f  the pres­
enc e o f  aboriginal man in the . southeast ern Unit ed St at es 
is  the chipp ed stone artif  ac·t s  he made and the debris 
pro duc ed during their manufacture.  The avail ability o f  
artifact q�ality chert o r  other suitabl e - types  o f  stone  
within a geographic area was an important environmental 
factor to whi ch prehistoric  man had to adapt and which 
his culture in part reflec t ed ( Myers 1970 : iii ) . 
Two fac tors are considered in det ermining the typ es 
o f  lithic raw mat eri als which are avail abl e in the middl e 
Nolichucky Ri�er Basin : how they were utilized by aborigi­
nal man, and what changes in lithic prefer enc es  o c curred 
through time.  First , geology o f  . the survey area is described 
as it rel at e s  to _ the availability of arti fact  quality raw 
mat erials.  Secondly , artifacts  recovered during the sur-
vey are examined to compare  _ lithi�  mat eri als · with po ssi-
bl e sourc es.  In this  phas e  _o f  _analysi s ,  pro j ectil � points/. 
knives are used as phase· markers to indicat e  lithic prefer­
enc es  during the bro adly-defined cul tural periods ( Paleo­
Indi an to Mississippi an )  represent ed in the  survey area. 
Results o f  th�se  investigations shoul d ·help · to det er­
mine where in the surv�y area lithic raw mat erials  c an  be  
found and indic·at e the  parent ro ck formations or soil s in 
··whi ch they o c cur. Th ey should also refl ec t . the .typ es o f  
raw material s . which were utilized by aboriginal man and 
shov, ch anges in preference for certain materials with 
respect to time. 
· Geology 
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The middle portion of .the Nolichucky River Basin is 
located on the southeast side of the Ridge and Valley Phys­
iographic  Pro vince. The rocks in thi s area consist of 
30, 000 to 40, 000 feet o f  folded and faulted Paleozoic sedi­
ment s in the second cycle of ero sion (Fennem an 1938: . 195- 196). 
Relief in this  area is characterized by numerous par allel 
low ridges and valleys which lie in a general northeast­
southeast direction (USDA Soil Conservation Service 1 958a : 3). 
The predominant formations outcropping in the survey 
area are Ordovician lime stone s and dolomites of  the Knox 
Group. Hardeman ( 1966) describe s the s� formations as 
" Siliceous , we11·-bedded dolomite and magnesium lime stone 
in the central and northeast belt s of the valley • • •  \l!ith 
much sparsely cherty d�k limesto_n e  to the southeast. " 
Formations containing chert in the Knox Group. include the 
Mascot and Chepultepec . Dolomite s, and the Kingsport Forma­
tion. A geologic outcrop map of the survey area is provided 
in Figure · 7 • 
Another import ant chert sourc e· in this area is the 
Cambrian Honaker · Dolomite which outcrops in a series o f  
narrow · bantis which run - northeast to southwe st (Hardem an 
1966). 
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. Figur e 7 .  Hap o f  Washington County and East ern Gre ene 
Co unty ,  Tenn e s s e e  Shov.1.ng Geolo gi c  Formations Containing 
Raw Mat eri al s  Utili z e d  in th e Pro duction o f  Chipp e9- Stone  
Impl ement s .  
Th e Cambri an Shady Dolomit e is found in isol at e d out­
crops near th e cont ac t  zone - betwe en th e Ri dge and . Vall ey 
and Blue Ri dge Physio graphic Provinc es .  One such out c rop · 
. o c curs in the Bump ass Cove ar e a  along the south ern border 
o f  Washington County.  Thi s fo rmation may have . be en an 
import ant so urc e o f  chal c edo ny and· " j asp eroid" ( Har d eman 
1 966 ) . 
The Cambri an Erwin Formation is expo sed  in s everal 
bands along the  southeast border of  the  surv·ey ar e a  at. the  
edge o f  the Blue  Ridge Physio gr aphi c Provin c e .  Thi·s forma­
tion c o nt ains massive · beds o f  vitreous q�artzit e whic h  
vari e s  from a light gr � i n  we ather e d  sur f ac e s or  det ached  
mas s e s  to a bro wnish or rusty color  ·in the · upp ermo· st p art 
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o f  the formation due to iron o xi de ·st aining ( But t s  1 940 : 39 ) . 
Other Cambrian and Prec ambri an formations out cropping 
to the so uthe ast o f  the survey ar e a  in the Blue Ridge Phys­
io gr aphic Pro vinc e undoubt edly provided other re sourc es 
such as vein quart z , · rhyolit e ,  sl ate , and basal t .  The s e  
mat eri al s  were · redeposi t e d  in st r e am  gr av el s  by the Noli­
chucky River ahd it·s tribut ari es throughout the mi ddl e and 
. lo wer flo o dpl ain . 
Two import ant chert- b e aring soil typ e s , th e Dunmo re 
and Gro seclo se  · seri·es , cover 8 . 9% o f  Washington Co unty ( USDA 
Soil . Co ns ervation  S_ervic e l 9 58 a : 7 )  and · , o . 6% . o f  Gre ene 
County ( USDA _Soil Co ns ervation · SerVi c e  · 1 9 58b : 1 1 ) .  Bo th o f  
. .. 
the se  soil s  vrnre derived. from re s:iduum whi ch weathered from 
dolomitic  limestone s .  Bo th soil s are confined to the  
upl ands and colluvial slopes ad jacent to the upl ands ( USDA 
Soil Conservation Service 1958a : 10- 11 ) . A composite map of 
these - soils extracted from county soil survey reports is 
provided in Figure · 8 ( USDA. Soil c·onservation Service 1 958: 
Sheets 1 -4 1 ) .  · These soil·s tend to oc cur in p ar all el bands 
running from n�rtheast to southwest , with the highest fre­
quency to the northwest and decre·asing in frequency to the 
southeast. 
A compari son of  Figures 7 and 8 shows that geologic 
outcrops o f  the Honaker Dolomite and chert-bearing soils 
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of the Dunmore and Groseclose series occur iri the same gen­
eral areas. This would suggest . that these soils, and the 
cherts contained in them , are derived _largely from the Hona­
ker Formation.. Other locations where the Dunmore and 
Gro seclose chert-bearing soils occur overlie formations of 
the Knox Group. Since detailed geologic out crop maps have 
not been completed for this portion of eastern Tennessee, 
it could not be determined from which specific formations 
within the · ·Knox Group these soils were derived. 
Lithic Raw Materials 
To date , no st and ardized description of lithic raw 
material s has been ·formulated for the eastern Tennessee 
Valley. Because of the wide range · o_f variability of  che�t-s 
in -the sample , a tentative descriptive system was ·devise d--- . 
based on gross observ·ations of color ," t'extur.e ; and degree 
of tran$lucency. While there was some degree of 
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Figure 8 .  Map o f  . Washington County and Eastern Gre ene 
County, Tenne ssee Showing Locations · or  Chert- Bearing Soils 
of  the Dunmore and Groseclose Series. 
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intergrading between groups, most chert arti facts . could be 
placed in one of  the following groups : Bl ack to dark gray, 
gray, tr anslucent· gra·y, -light gra y to white ,  and tan . Other 
raw materials for chipped stone artifacts include chalcedony, 
· jasperoid, vein quart z ,  quart zite, rhyolite, and crystal 
quartz . 
Black and gray . cherts were the most commonly used 
raw materi al for the manufacture of  chipped . stone artifac ts 
in the · survey are�. Black and dark gray chert was found 
in nodul ar form and angular fragments at sever al ty.pes o f  
locations in the research area . The only bedrock location 
observed was in a two meter wide band in an outcrop' o f  lime­
stone from the Knox Group . This out.crop is located in a 
clif f  overlooking the north bank. of  the Nolichucky River 
a.bout 200 meters upstream from site L+OWG? . Scattered 
nodules r anging from two to 15 centimeters in length were 
observed scattered throughout this - band . Nodules up to 
seven centimeters long tended to be free of  fracture·s, 
\Vhil e larger nodul es were badly fr actur·ect . 
Residual black and gray · chert was found at numerous 
locations along upland slopes near small limestone or dolo­
mite outcrops.  Most of this chert occurs in angul ar frag­
ment�_ -up to 20 centimeters long and is badly fractured.  A 
- £ev1 -6-£- the smaller · fragments are not fractured and wo uld 
have·--been suitabl e for the manuf'acture o f  small chipped 
stone arti fact s .  
Redeposited black and gr ay chert was found at six 
locations ero ding out o f  slopes along the edges o f  stream 
terraces. Chipping · debris and artifacts found on sites 
40WG24, 40WG25, 40WG2?, and 40GN 1 3 ;  which are located along 
the crests o f  these terraces, suggest that these deposits 
were being exploited heavily by Early Archaic inhabit ants. 
These depo sits appear to have been exploited to a lesser 
extent by Woo dl and and Mississippian groups. 
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A distinctive variety o f  translucent gr ay chert appears 
to have been used extensively by Mississippi an inhabit ants 
o f  sites located in the broad alluvial floo dpl ain o f  the 
Nolichucky River. Two examples o f  Early Archaic bifurcated 
base projectile points/knives made o f  this mat .erial were 
also recovere d  from separate . stream terrace sites. 
Scattered small angular fragments o f  this material 
were recovered from a recently depo sited gravel bar in the 
Nolichucky River adjacent to site 40WG35. Simil ar frag­
ments were recovered from a buried gravel deposit eroding 
out o f  the river bank ad jacent to site 40VJG6 . A ·colluvial 
slope, ero ding from an unknovm member o f  the Knox Group , 
produced a number of  angular fragments o f  translucent gray 
chert ranging up to eight centimeters in length. Most o f  
these · fragments are free o f  fractures and would have been 
suitable for the manufacture o f  chipped stone artifacts. 
This deposit ,  ·loc ated adjacent to site 40WG45, also contained 
numerous chunks of badly fractured white and tan ch ert . 
5 1  
Large quantities of quartzite cobbl es were observed 
throughout the middle Nolichucky River Basin, both in recent 
stream and river gravels, an d  in older gravel deposits in 
the highe·r terraces. Smaller cobbles of vein quartz and 
rhyolite were observed in these same deposits, but were 
not as abundant as quartzite. 
Ch anges in Lithic Preference Through Time 
The artifacts and chipping d �bris collected during 
the survey consisted entirely of -surface material and 
mo st sites had been occupied by more than one cultural 
group. Therefore , it was necessary to use only those arti­
facts which could be identified as having been produced 
during a particul?X cultural phase to - indicate preferences 
of lithic materials. A total of 326 projectile point s/ 
knives , which could be identified as belonging to previously 
est ablished types , were used in this aspect of analysis. A 
comparison of lithic materials_ used to m anufacture projec­
tile points/knives during each o f  the cultural periods rep­
resented in the survey area is presented in Table 3. 
The Paleo-Indian period is represented by Clovis , · small 
Fluted, and Hardaway-D alton t]l)es (N=6). Another point 
which resembles the Wheel er type may also belong to this 
period and is tentatively included in the s ample . Five 
(7 1%) o f  thes e artifacts were m anufacture d from black or 
dark gray chert. The small fluted specimen is made of  a 
TABLE 3. Lithic Mat erials used for the Produc tion o f  
Pro j e ctil e  Points/Kniv es 
Typ es o f  Mat erials* 
Cultural 
A B C D E F Perio d G H I J K L To t al  
P al  eo - Indi a:n· 2 3 7 
Early Archaic 1 7  1 5 2 1 0  1 1 47 
Middl e �chaic 7 2 1 20 7 39 
Late Arc.haic 1 1 6 3 . 1 1 .4 44 8 79 
Woodl and 3 1 1 2  2 , o  5 6 5 1 0  8 1  
Mississippian 25 6 2 1  1 9  74 
Tot al  93 43 25 42 3 9 1 0  29 6 1 1 0  1 327 
* A  Black o r  Dark Gray Chert 
B Gray · Chert 
C Transluc ent Gray Chert 
D Light Gray or Whit e Chert 
Tan Chert � 
F Pink Chert ( Po ssibly thermally alt ered )  
G Chal c edony 
H Jasperoid 
Vein Quartz 
Quart zite  
Rhyolit e 
Crystal Quartz J.., 
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pink chert which ap:pears to h·ave been thermally alt ered. 
Another sp ecimen, which appears to repres ent the basal 
portion of an unfinished Clovis point broken during 
remov al of the first flut e ,  is made of chalc edony. 
The Early Archaic period is represent ed by � Corner 
Notched, MacCorkl e St emmed, §1. Albans � Notched , Lecroy 
Bifurcated �, Kanawha St emmed , and Bifurcate Variant 
types  ( N=4? ) . Bl ack or dark gray chert appears to have 
been ·the pre ferred mat erial during this period and was used 
for the manufa.cture of 32 ( 68%) specimens. Ten ( 2 1%) point s 
are light gray or whit e chert and two bifurcat ed points are 
made of translucent gray chert . Chalcedony , j asperoid, and 
rhyolit·e are each represent ed by one point . 
Stanly St emmed·, Morrow Mountain, and Guilford typ es 
(N=39 )  represent the Middle Archaic period. A marked shift 
in lithic pre f erenc e oc curred during this period with 20 
( 5 1%) point s in the sample being made of vein quart z ,  and 
s even ( 1 8%) of quartzit e. T_en ( 26%) point s  are made  of 
chert , one of j asperoid , and one of rhyolit e .  
The Lat e Archaic period is represent ed by Cedar Creek , . 
SaYannah River,  and Otarre St emmed types ( N= 79 ) .  Quartzit e 
was used predominantly for the production of Savannah River 
poi:p.t s.  A total of 44 ( 56%) point s are made ·or this mat e­
rial. Twenty-one (2.5% )  .point s are made of chert , which was 
used exclusively in the manufacture of C edar Cre ek points .  
Otarre St emmed ppints are  predominantly made of  rhyolit e ,  
while one quartzite and sever al chert exampl es are included 
in the sample. 
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Specific Woodland and Mississippian periods, an.d phases 
within these periods , have been est ablished primarily based 
on the presence and relative frequencies o f  ceramic types. 
The occurrence of  specific  projectile/kni fe types does not 
correlate e�actly i.rith these periods or phases derived from 
ceramic dat a. For this re ason, the Woodl and and Mississippi­
an periods are each tre ated as a gener ali zed time period for 
the purpose of  this analysis. 
The Woodl and period is represented by Swannano a  �­
�, Plott Short Stemmed, Ebenezer , Camp Creek , Greeneville , 
Noli chucky, and .§m .� types. ( N: 80 ) . Fifty- four ( 6 8%) 
examples are m ade of  chert , ten ( 12%) of quartzite , five 
( 6%) e ach o f  vein quartz and ch alcedony, and six ( 8%)  of  
jasperoid. While 82% of  the stemmed types are made of  chert, 
only 48% of the stemless triangular types are made of  this 
m aterial. A signific ant change in pre ference is noted with 
only 5% of the stemmed points being made of  quartzite or 
vein quartz, while 46% of  the triangular point s are made 
from these materials. While j asperoid represents · only a 
minority m aterial type , it does appear. to have been used 
more frequently during · the · 1.'Joodland period than in the pre­
ceding Paleo- Indi an  and Archaic periods . 
Included in the Mississippi an sample are seyeral type s 
�hich may have appeared during the Late Woodland· period and 
continued to be used into Mississippian times. For the 
purpose of  this  analysis Jacks � Corner Notched ,  Jacks 
� Penta�onal , Hamil ton , and � Mississipni Triangular 
types (N=74) will be considered as  Mississippian .  High 
quality chert was used almost exclusively for the manu­
fac ture of points during this period . While 7 1  ( 96%) 
points are made o f  chert, 2 1  ( 28%) of these are of a dis­
tinctive translucent gray variety . Of the remaining exam­
ples, one is made of  chalcedony, one o f  jasperoid , and one 
o f  cryst al quartz. 
Conclusions 
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Possible source locations for most of the raw materials 
represented in the lithic sample were found during the sur­
vey .  In many c·ases, these locations were in close pro:ximi ty 
to archaeological sites . This would indicate that mo st of  
th e raw materials utilized by aboriginal man for the pro­
duction o f  lithic artifacts were locally available and did . 
not have to be obtained from outside the immediate geo­
graphic area. Definite te�poral changes in pre ference o f  
lithic mat erials  can be demonstrated by comparing pro jectile 
point/knife types with the materials from which they were 
produced. 
Comparisons of  geologic ·outcrop and .soil survey maps 
with samples collected during .the survey indicate that most 
of the recognizable chert type s wer� derived from limestdne s 
and dolomit e s  of the Knox Group and · from the Honaker Dolo­
mite . Chert-bearing soils o f  th e Dunmore and Groseclose 
series appe ar to have been derived from these formations . 
Sources of j asperoid and chalce dony were not observed 
during the survey . However , both of these materials have 
been observed in the Shady Dolomite ( .Amari n. d. ),  which 
outcrops in the Bumpass Cove area along the southern border 
of Washington County. 
Quart zite ·from the Erwin Formation, vein quart z ,  rhyo­
lite , slate , and basalt were transported from the Blue 
Ridge Physiographic Province by the Nolichucky River and 
tributary streams originating in the mountains to the south . 
Cobbles of these materials are found in stream gr avels 
throughout the floodplains of the survey are a. 
A comparison of projectile points/knives and the raw 
materials from which they were produced shows definite 
changes in preference ot lithic materials through time . 
Local chert s were used almost exclusively during the Paleo­
Indian and Early Archaic periods . Middle Archaic points 
show a shift in preference to vein quartz , \vith chert and 
quart zite appe�ing in smaller percentages . 
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The Late Archaic period presents a more complex picture . 
Small steCTmed points such as the Cedar Creek type are. made 
exclusively o f  chert throughout the research are a. These 
points appear to be followed chronologically-_ by the Savannah · 
River type, a large stemmed point made predominantly o f  
quartzit e. ·The Ot arre Stemmed type , which occurs near the 
end of . the Late Archaic perio d in North Carolina, is small­
er in size than the Savannah River type, and is made chiefly 
of rhyolite. Th_e pre ferenc e of lithic materials for these  
three pro j ec tile point/kni fe types  shows a direct rel ation 
to the average siz e of e ach  typ e .  The small si ze  of arti­
fact quality chert - nodules in the survey area would limit 
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the use of local cherts to the production of small artifacts . 
· This material woul d  only have been suitabl e for the C edar 
Creek and smaller examples  of the Otarre points . Large 
cobbles of quartzite are found abundantly throughout much 
of the survey area. Rhyolite is also available ,  but to a 
l es s er extent than quartzite .  Use  o f  the s e  materials for 
production of Savannah River and larger examples of Otarre 
points may have  b e en a matter of exp edi ency ,  sinc e no other 
suitable lithic raw materials were locally available .  
During the Woodland period , chert was . used  almost 
exclusively in the production of stemmed points , while near­
ly half of the �riangular points were made  of quartzite or 
vein quartz . A similar p attern of  lithic pre ferenc e appears 
to exist in the Appalachian Summit Area  during the Early 
Woodland and beginning of  the Middle Woodland p eriods ( Ke el 
1 976 : 1 27- 1 3 1 ,  and 1 96 ) . Although j asp eroid repre s ents 
only a minority material type , it does  appe ar  to have be en 
used more frequently during the Woodland period than in 
either earlier or later · times . 
High quality- cherts were ·us ed almost exclusively for 
the production of points dur�ng the Mis sissippian period . 
All of the se  cherts , including the transluc ent gray variety , 
app e ar  .to have  been locally availabl e in the survey area. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CERAMICS 
A total of 73 1 ceramic sherds was recovered from 1 5  
sites during the survey. · Ninety additional sherds collected 
by Dr. Lewis w. Mcilhany from two of  these sites , 40WG6 
. . 
and 40WG 1 3 ,  are included in the following analysis. The 
82 1 sherds in the sample represent four major and two minor 
ware categories based on tempering agents. Crushed quartz 
grit was the most commonly used tempering agent. This 
category includes 352 ( 42. 9%) sherds. Other major cate­
gories include 1 73 ( 2 1 . 1%)  limestone , 1 7 1 ( 20. 9%)  sand , 
and 120 ( 1 4. 6%) shell-tempered sherds. Four ( 0. 5%)  
soapstone-tempered sherds and one (0. 1% )  cl ay-tempered 
sherd represent minor categories pres ent in the sample. 
Each of the ware categories was further divided into 
previously described ceramic types based on paste charac­
teristics, exterior and interior treatment , decoration, 
and other di agnostic traits. 
Of  the 1 5  sites from which ceramics were recovered, 
only two sites produced more than 1 00 sherds. Six sites 
produced between _ 25 and 100 sherds, and seven sites pro­
duced less than 25 · sherds. Errors in accuracy · of c eramic 
type frequencies for each site may exist due to the small 
size of the ceramic sample and the fact that it represents 
only a su,rf'ace sample. Relati·ve proportions of ceramic 
types  may, how ev er, provide some idea of  th eir gen eral 
distribution within the survey ar e a.· 
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Aft er initial identification of war e cat egories and 
typ es, the ceramic sampl e was divided into two temporal 
groups for analysis . Woodland ceramics include 223 sherds 
which were recovered from 1 1  sit es . The Mississippian 
p eriod is r epresented by 598 chards from 15  sites .  
Woodland C er amics 
Crushed quartz  and sand were  used  as tempering ag ents 
in 30 fabric impress ed and cord mark ed sh erds. These  
sherds con form to the Watts � F abric Marked and Watts 
� � Marked tY'l)es ( Lewis and Kneberg 1957 : ?). Similar 
typ es in th e Appalachian Summit Area of  west ern North 
Carolina are assigned to the Swannanoa phase, which appeared 
about 700 to 600 B . C . and  last ed until about 200 B. C .  ( Keel 
1976 : 24 1 ). An additional 1 9  sand-tempered  sh erds from sit e 
40WG35 are too eroded or fragment ed to identify the sur­
face finish, but are thought to belong to the Watts Bar 
s eries bas ed on their similarity to oth er sherds from that 
sit e. 
One crushed quartz-tempered  sherd  from sit e 40WG6 h as 
a plain ext e.rior surface which exhibits tooling marks, 
and an· irridescent sh een on both th e int erior and ext erior . 
sur f aces. This sh een pro duce d by rubbing with a st e atit e 
pebbl e is char act eristic of th e ' Mi ddl e Woodland Pigeon 
series ceramics in west ern North Carolina (Ke el 1976 : 256) . 
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Crushed limestone v1as us ed  as the t emp ering agent in 
1 73 sherds . Forty-nine bo dy sherds and two straight rim 
sherds r epresent the Long Br anch Fabric Marked typ e 
(Haag 1 939 : 1 0 ;  Heimlich 1 952 : 1 7 ) . Wright Ch eck St am:o ed  
(Haag 1 939 : 1 2 )  is r epres ented by  38 body and five rim 
sherds. All o f  the rims are straight . Thre e  are  undeco­
rat ed ,  while one is notched ,  and one is decorat ed with 
small punctations. Thirty-one pl�n surfac ed sherds con­
form to the Mulberrv Cre ek Pl ain typ e  ( Haag 1 939 : 9 ; Heimlich 
1 952 : 1 5- 1 7 ) . This tot al  includes two plain rims , one 
straight and one fl ared. These rims may have  been from 
plain surfac ed vessels ,  or they coul d  represent plain rim 
areas o f  vessels  which exhibit ano ther form o f  surfac e 
decoration. 
Cord marked and simpl e stamp ed sherds represent 
minority typ es  within the limestone-t emp ered c at egory.  
S evente en sherds , including one  straight rim , are of  the 
Candy Creek � Marked typ e  ( Lewis and Kneberg 1 946 :  1 02-
1 03 ) .  Bluf f Cr eek Simpl e St amn ed (Haag 1 939 : 1 8 ;  Heimlich 
1 9 52 :  1 8 )  c onsist·s o f  eight body sherds and one straight 
not ched rim. Twenty-two limestone-temp ered sherds are 
too  ero ded or  fragmented to  identify th e sur fac e  finish . 
Mississippian Ceramic s  
The Mississippian. _p erio ��-i_s represent ed by three  
maj or and two minor ware c-at egories .  Crushed quartz ,  sand , 
6 1 
and shell were used as tempering agents in the vast major­
ity of the Mississippian wares , while soapstone and clay­
tempered sherds were found in minor quantities. 
Crushed quartz-t emp ered c e�amic s appear to represent 
a continuum in . which the Qualla series developed out of 
the earlier Pisgah series as suggested by Dickens (1 976 : 
200-20 1 ) . Eight body sherds and one thickened rim sherd 
recovered from four sites are characteristic of the early 
Pisgah phase .  These sherds are tempered with finely 
pulverized quartz and exhibit a narrow rectilinear compli­
c ated stamped design on the exterior surface ( Dickens 1 976 : 
1 72- 1 75 ) .  
Ceramic s  o f  the late Pisgah phase and the Qualla series 
are quite similar in paste characteristic s  and surfac e 
treatment. While the rim sherds · for each of these · s eries 
are distinctive , the body sherds are difficult to disting­
uish from each other. 
Fourteen collared and folded rim sherds are assigned 
to. the ;late Pisgah .phase. While several o f  these rims are 
pl ain, most are decorated with from one to four rows of · 
linear punctations running para11·e1 to the rim. One rim 
sherd exhibits a notched lug. 
The Qualla series  is  represented by 43 rim sherds. 
Most of the Qua11·a rims are either plain or averted with 
a finger impressed fillet running parallel to the rim. 
Cazuela bovrl sherds · frequently exhibit bold incising 
near· the rim. Four plain and two incised rim sherds are 
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decorat ed with a s eries  of closely spac ed notches .  One 
rim sherd has a row of small circular punctations just 
below and parallel to the rim. 
El even incised body sherds from cazuela bowls and six 
sherds with burnished interior and ext erior surfac e s  are 
identified as belonging to the Qualla series. The remain­
ing 248 crushed quartz-t empered body sherds could not be 
positively identified as belonging to either the late 
Pisgah or the Qualla series , and are treated as a single 
unit for the purpose of this analysis .  
The · combined crushed quartz c eramic unit includes 1 06 
plain surfac ed sherds, 86 st amped sherds , and 56 sh erds 
which are too eroded or fragmented to identify the surfac e 
finish. One lug and one node are included in the plain 
surfac ed group. While many of the plain sherds exhibit 
a well- smoothed surfac e ,  some appear to have been stamped 
prior to smoothing. 
The most common type of stamping consists of broad 
parallel lands and grooves. S eventy sherds are included 
in this category. On some  of  the smaller sherds it is not 
possible to determine whether this pattern repres ents 
simple stamping or portions of  rectilinear complicated 
stamped designs. However, many of the larger sherds exhib­
it portions of  intersecting perpendicular lines which 
would indic at e  complic ated ·  stamping. 
Five sherds exhibit portions of curviline ar  compli­
cated stamped designs. · Four of these · sherds are either 
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too small or. too eroded to identify the design motif. The 
design on the fifth sherd appears to represent a portion 
of the filfot cross design associ ated with Etowah cer amics 
in Georgia ( Sears 1 9 58 : 1 55). 
The 1 1  check stamped sherds vary considerably in both 
size and sh ape of  the design. The shape of  the checks 
includes bo th squares and rectangles , and size of the checks 
varies from three to eight millimeters across. 
The second most abundant' Mississippian cer amic cate­
gory consists of  142 sherds which are tempered, with fine , 
to medium gr ained sand. Of the 93 plain sur faced sherds 
in this c ategory , 14  exhibit bold incised designs. Six 
of the incised sherds represent rim sherds from cazuela 
bowls. One strap handle is also included in this category. 
Twenty-eight sherds are burnished on the exterior and have 
varying degr ees of burnishing on the interior surface. 
One s and-tempered sherd is cord marked and three sherds 
are too eroded or fragmented to identify the surface 
finish. Of the 17 plain surfaced rims in this category, 
one has a node just  below the rim, one exhibits a notched 
fl ange ,  four are decorated with a series o f  closely spaced 
notches, two have a finger impressed fillet running parallel 
to the rim , and 9 are plain with no decoration. 
The sand-tempered Mississippi an cer amics were recovered 
from six sites which also produced crushed quartz-tempered 
wares. They may be related to the quartz-tempered cer amics 
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and represent the Gualla Pl ain, Qualla Burnish ed, and Gualla 
� Marked tYl') es ( Eglo ff  1967 : 40-42). 
A total· of 1 20 shell-temp ered sh erds was recov ered 
from seven sit es. Of th e 65 plain-surfaced body sh erds, 
two are  decorat ed with bold incised desigris. One nod e is 
aJ.so includ ed in this cat egory. Thirteen sh erds exhibit 
burnishing on the ext erior surface. Some o f  these also have 
varying degrees o f  burnishing on th e int erior surface. 
Sixteen sh erds exhibit cord marking on th e exterior sur­
face and two have brushed surfaces. Th es e sh erds conform 
to th e McK e e  Island Cord Marked and McKee Island Brushed 
types ( H eimlich 1 952 : 27-28 ) which are commonly asso ciated 
with Dallas ceramics. Four body sherds are too erod ed or 
fragment ed to ·d et ermin e the surface finish. 
Of th e 20 shell-tempered rim sherds, eight ar e  
straight and exhibit no d ecoration. On e cazuela bowl 
rim is decorat ed with bold incis ed lines, nine rims have a 
iinger impressed fill et running parall el to th e rim, one 
has a narrow undecorated collar , and on e is too eroded to 
det ermine th e type o f  surface or decoration. 
The sh ell-t empered Mississippi an ceramics app ear to 
represent the Dallas .. tradition as describ ed by Lewis and 
Kneberg ( 1946: 100 ). Decorativ e t echni ques ,such as incising, 
nod es , and rim .fillets c.on form to th e Dallas Decorat ed  typ e 
( Ibid. : 1 05 ). These t·echni ques are usually associat ed with . 
pl ain surf aced vessels, . and are rarely found on cord marked 
vessels . 
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Four soapstone-tempered sherds were recovered from 
three sites. Types of surface treatment include one plain, 
one smoothed-over cord marked , and two sherds with a broad 
rectilinear complicated stamped design. One of the stamped 
sherds contains a portion of the rim. An applique strip 
near the rim is decorated with reed punctations. 
One plain surfaced sherd from site 40WG6 is tempered 
with small angular fraooinents of fired clay. .Although this 
type of pottery is not commonly found in the upper eastern 
Tennessee Valley, two plain clay-tempered sherds were re­
covered from the Biggs site ( 401045) in Loudon County 
(Mccollough and Faulkner 1973 : 86). This type may be related 
to mixed shell-clay-grit-tempered ceramics associated with 
late Mississippian Dallas occupations at the Citico ( 40MR7) 
and Mayfield I (40MR26) sites in the Little Tennessee River 
Valley (Salo, ed. , 1 969: 7 1 -72). Similar mixed temper 
sherds constitute 2.2% of the ceramic sample recovered by 
Howard Earnest , Jr. (n. d . : 7 )  from ten Mississippian sites 
in the Nolichucky River Valley. 
Ceramic type frequencies and distribution by sites 
are presented in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. Sherds rep­
resenting each ceramic type are illustrated in Figures 9 ,  
1 0 ,  and 1 1 . 
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TABLE 4. Frequenci es of  Ceramic Typ es  
Type Number Perc ent 
Woodl and 
Crushed Quartz- or Sand-Tem�ered 
Fabric Marked (Watt s Bar ) · 1 7 
Cord Marked ( Watts Bar) . 1 3 
Plain ( Pigeon )  1 
Unclassifi ed 1 9  
Tot al  Crushed Quartz- o r  Sand-Tempered 50 
Limestone-Temp ered 
Fabric Marked (Long Branch ) 5 1  
Cord Marked ( Candy Creek )  1 7  
Plain (Mulberry Creek )  3 1 
Check St amp ed ( Wright ) 43 
Simpl e St amp ed ( Bluff Cre ek )  9 
Unclassi fied  22 
Total Limestone-Temp ered 173. 
To t al  Woodl and 223 
Mississinnian 
Crushed  Quart z-T·emp ered 
Complic at ed St amped ( Early Pisgah ) 
Plain 
Burnished 
Incised 
Check Stamped 
Rectiline ar Compli c ated  St amped 
Curvilinear Complic at ed St amped  
Rims ( Lat e Pisgah ) 
Rims ( Quall a) 
Unclassi fi ed 
Tot al  Crushed Quartz-Tempered 
Shell-Tempered 
Pl ain 
Burnished 
Incis ed  
Cord Marked ( McKee  I sland)  
Brushed ( Mc Ke e  I sl and )  
9 
1 06 
6 
1 1 
1 1 
70 
5 
1 4  
43 
56 
33 1 
63 
1 3 
2 
1 6  
2 
2 . 07 
1 . 58 
. • 1 2. 
2. 3 1 
6 . 08 
6 . 2 1 
2 . 07 
3 . 78 
5 . 24 
1 .  1 0  
2 . 68 
2.l � 08 
27 . 1 6  
1 .  1 0  
1 2 . 9 1 
. 73 
1 . 34 
1 . 34 
8 . 53 
• 6 1 
1 .  70 
5 . 24 
6 . 82 
40 . 32 
7 . 67 
1 . 58 
. 24 
, • 95 
. 24 
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TABLE 4 ( c ontinued ) 
Typ e Number Perc ent 
Shell-Tempered--continued 
Rims 20 2 . 44 
Unclassified 4 .49 
Tot al  Shell-Temp ered 1 20 46 
Sand-Temp ered  
Plain 79 9 . 62 
Burnished 28 3 . 4 1 
Incised  8 .97 
Cord Marked 1 • 12  
Rims 23 2. 80 
Unclassi fied  3 . 37 
Tot al  Sand-Temp ered 1 42 17. 30 
So apstone-Tempered 
Plain  . 1 2 
Smoothed-over Cord Marked 1 • 1 2  
Rectilinear Complic at ed Stamped 2 . 24 
Tot al  So apstone-Tempered 4 . 49 
Clay-Temp ered 
Pl a;i.n 1 • 1 2  
Total Clay-Temp ered  1 • 1 2  
Tot al  Mississippi an 598 ?2 . 84 
TOTAL CERAMIC SAMPLE 82 1 1 00 . 00 
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Figur e 9. C er ami c s :  Woodl and and Early Pi sgah Sherds . 
A. Watts Bar Fabric . . Mark e d ; B. Watt s Bar Cord Marked ; 
c .  Pigeon Pl ain; D . · Long Branch Fabric Marked;  E.  Candy 
Cre ek Gord Mark e d ;  F • . Mulberry Cre ek Pl ain ; G .  Wright Check 
Stamp ed ;  H. Blu ff Creek Simpl e Stamped ; I .  Early Pi sgah 
Rectilinear Complicated Stamp ed .  
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Figure 1 0 . C erami c s :  · Mis si ssippi an Crush e d  Quart z­
T empered  sh·erds.  A. Pl ain ; B. Burnish ed ; c .  Inc i s ed ; 
D .  Ch eck S t amp e d ; E .  R e ctiline ar  Compli c at ed St amp e d ;  
F .  Curvilin e ar  Co mplic at e d  Stamp e d ;  G .  Lat e Pi sgah Rims ; 
H.  Qu all a Rims . 
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Figure 1 1 . C eramic s :  Mi ssi s sippi an Sh ell- , S and"! ., 
So ap stone- , and Cl ay-Temp ered  Sh erd s .  Sh ell- Temp e r e d :_, _ _  
A. Pl ain ; B.  Burni sh e d ;  c .  Inci s e d ;  D .  Co rd Mark e d ·;­
E. Brushed ; F.  Rims .  · Sand- Temp e red : G .  Pl ain ; 
H. · .  Burni she d ;  I .  Inci s e d ; J .  Cord Marked ; K. · - Rims . :--· · 
· So ap stone-Temp ered : L.  Pl ain ; M. Rec tilin e ar Compl i - . 
c at ed St amp ed .  Cl ay- T empered : N .  · Pl ain . 
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Conclusions 
The Woo dland period is represented by 20 1 sherds 
from 1 1  sites . Watts Bar quartz or sand- tempered and Long 
Branch Limestone-tempered wares suggest an Early Woodland 
occupation at eight of . these sites . · Th e presence o f  
limestone-tempered  cord marked , st amped , and plain ceramics 
indicates a Middle Woo dl and occupation of  nine sites. The 
occurrence o f  one  Pigeon  series sherd may represent trade 
with the Appalachian Summit region during the Middle Wood­
land perio d. 
Mississippian ceramics include 598 sherds from 1 5  
sites. The early Pisgah phase is represented by nine 
sherds from five sites . Approximate dates for the early 
Pisgah phase range from A. D. 1000 to 1250 (Dickens t976: 
198 ).  Dickens has suggested a temporal �ange for the late 
Pisgah phase which l asted from approximately A. D .  1 250 to 
1 450. Incorporation o f  Lamar styles into the repertoire 
o f  Pisgah potters produced the _styles o f  the Qualla series 
by around A. D. 1 450 ( Ibid. : 198- 199 ). 
The occurrence of both late Pisgah and Qu�la rim types , 
and the simil arities in paste characteristics and surface 
treatment in the crushed quartz-tempered c ategory may indi­
c at·e that many of  the sites which produced these ceramic 
types were occupied during the Pisgah- Qualla. transition 
period. 
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In an analysis of Vlississippian ceramics from ten 
sites along the Nolichucky River in Washington and Gre ene 
counties, Earnest ( n. d. : 24)  noted a gradual transition 
from Pisgah-Lamar-like ( sic ) ceramics to a mixture of shell­
tempered and sand-tempered pottery . C eramics . recovered 
during · test excavations at two of these  sites, 40WG l 7  and 
40GN9, represent both ends of  the transitional sequence 
from quartz to shell and sand-tempered wares. At 40WG 1 7  
a five by five foot te st pit yielded both Pisgah and Qualla 
rim typ es  associ ated with rectilinear complic ated stamped 
designs in all levels of  an undisturbed midden which extend­
ed over two f e et b elow the surface. Shell and sand-tempered 
sherds constitut e over 90% of the ceramic sample in all 
f eatures  and all levels at 40GN9 . Several burials and a 
large refuse pit at this site yi elded historic trade  
materials ( Ibid. : 2 1 -22 ) .  
The geographic position of  the middl e Nolichucky River 
Basin was a key factor in the ceramic complexes which devel­
oped in this area during the Mississippian p eriod. This 
area ' s position on the periphery of  the zone of early Pisgah 
development was reflected in the small number of sherds from 
the early Pisgah phas e , and the fact that all but one of 
these  sherds were recovered from sites near the upstream 
enc.t of the research area. Toward the end of the late Pisgah 
phase the introductio n of Lamar styles · from the south led 
- to development of the Quall a ·. s eries  ( Dick�ns 1 976 : 1 99 ) . 
T�:�::- gre at er frequency of ceramics which may r e flect this 
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transitional period could be due to an expansion of the 
Pisgah sphere of influence from the Appalachian Summit area 
into the Ridge  and Vall ey area of East Tennesse e along the 
valleys of rivers such as the Nolichucky which flow from 
the mountains in a general westward direction. 
The transition from c·rushed quartz to shell- and sand­
tempered ceramics may have  be en due to two factors. The 
app earance and increase  in popularity of shell-temp ered 
ceramics during the Late Mississippian period would se em 
to re flect increasing Dall as influence from the southwest 
along the Ridge and Valley area of eastern Tennessee .  
Egloff { 1 967 : 38 )  referred to the use o f  sand as a tempering 
agent in Quall a ceramics. The p�ogressive increase  in the 
use of sand and decrease in the use of  crushed quartz as 
a tempering agent may have been due to outside influence 
from an unknovm source , or it may refl ect a local change 
in pre ference within the research area. 
The one clay-tempered sherd .in the ceramic sample is 
probably associated \vith the late Mississippi an period. 
��nor quantitie s  of soapstone- t empered  ceramics may be 
associat ed with the late Pisgah phase ( Dickens 1 976 : 1 74 ) ,  
or they could represent trade wares of the Catawba series 
from Piedmont North Carolina ( Ke eler 1 97 1 ) . 
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CH.APTER V 
SITE DESCRIPTIONS 
During the survey of the middle Nolichucky River Basin , 
prehistoric cultural materials were recovered or obser�red 
from 4 1  sites. Some of these sites produced only small 
amounts of cultural materials. Artifacts previously col­
lected from the surface of nine of these sites by Dr . Lewis 
W. Mcilhany and seyeral other individuals helped to provide 
a more complete idea of which cultural groups had inhabited 
each site. Two of these sites were not examined during the 
survey but have been included based on data and surface  
materials proVided by Dr. Mcilhany. Distribution of lithic 
and ceramic · artifacts for each site is presented in Table 
l (page 22 ) ,  Table 2 (page 23 ) ,  and Table 5 " (page 68 ) .  A 
map showing distribution of these sites within the survey 
area is presented in Figure 12 .  A brief description of 
each site is provided in ·Table 6. 
Periods of occup ancy for each site are identified by 
the presence of diagnostic artifacts which can be attributed 
to a particular cultural period. Materi al s  from most sites 
indicate that they were occupied during more than one of 
these periods. Several of the sites are i"dentified as 
having been occupied duri.ng only one cultural period. 
These sites may have been occupied during other periods. 
However , diagnostic artifacts representing these periods 
were not recovered during the survey . Since samples of 
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Figur e 1 2 . Map Sho wing Di stributi o n  o f  Sit e s  V/ithin 
t h e  Surv ey Ar e a. 
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T ABLE 6 .  D e s cription o f  Sit e s  Included in Surv ey 
Sit e Bio g eo gr aphi c  Dim ensions Cul tural P erio ds  During 
Numb er Zon e  o f  Sit e Whi ch Sit e Was O c cupi ed 
40WG3 Flo o dpl ain 450x 1 25 m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e 
Archai c ; Wo o dl and ;  a.."l.d 
Missi s sippi an .  
40WG4 Flo o dpl ain 200x50 m Early and Lat e Arch ai c ; 
Wo o dl and ; and Mi ssis sip­
pi an .  
4ovm5 T err ac e 450x? 5  m P al eo - Indi an ;  Lat e  Archa­
ic ; and Mi ssi s sippi an .  
40WG6 Flo o dpl ain 200x200 m Ar e a  A :  Lat e Arch ai c ; 
Wo o dl and ;  and Mi ssissip­
pi an .  
Ar e a B :  Early , Mi ddl e , 
and Lat e  Arch ai c ; Wo o d­
l and ;  and Mi ssi s sippi an .  
40WG7 Floo dpl ain 400x 1 25 m Woo dl and an d  Mi s si s sip-
pi an .  
40WG 1 1 Flo o dpl ain 450x 1 25 m Early and Lat e Arch ai c ; 
Woo dl and ;  and Mi s si ssip ­
pi an .  
40WG 1 3  Floo dpl ain 325x80 m Early , Mi ddl e , and Lat e 
Archai c ; Woo dl and ;  and 
Mississippi an .  
40WG24 T err ac e 200x 1 00 m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e 
Arch ai c ; and Woo dl and .  
40WG25 T errac e 200x 1 00 m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e 
Archai c ; Woo dl and ; and 
Mi ssi s sippi an .  
40VIG26 T err ac e 1 60x60 m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e 
Arch ai c ; and Woo d.l and .  
·40WG27 T err ac e 300x 1 00 m Early , Mi ddl e ,  and Lat e 
Archai·c ;  po ssibl e 1:Joo d­
l and and Mi ssi s sippi an .  
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TABLE 6 ( continued ) 
Site Biogeographic Dimensions Cultural Periods During 
Number Zone of Site Which. Site Was Occupied 
40WG28 Terrace 300x 100 m Paleo-Indian; Early , 
Middle ,  and Late Archaic; 
Woodland ; and possible 
Mississippian. 
40WG29 Terrace 200x?5 m Early and - Late Archaic;  
and Woodl and. 
40WG30 Terrace 200x60 m Late Archaic and Woodland.  
40WG3 1 Terrace 100x40 m Possible Late Archaic. 
40WG32 Floodplain 250x75 m Woodl and and Mississip­
pian. 
40WG33 Floodplain 4oox75 m Woodland ; possible Late 
Archaic and Mississip­
pian. 
40WG34 Terrace 200x 100 m Late Archaic ; Woodland ; 
and Mississippian. 
40WG35 Floodplain 300x50 m Late Archaic ; Woodland ; 
and Mississippian. 
40WG36 Terrace 500x50 m Early Archaic ; possible 
Woodland and Mississip­
pian. 
40WG37 Floodplain 
40WG38 Terrace 
40WG39 Floodplain 
40WG40 Terrace 
40WG4 1 Upland 
40WG42 Upl and 
40WG43 Slope/Bluff 
40WG44 Slone/Bluff  
1 25x 100 m Mississippian. 
1 75x50 m Unknown. 
1 50x40 m Early and Middle Archaic. 
75x75 m Paleo- Indian. 
300x 1 25 m Po ssible Late Archaic.  
300x75 m Early Archaic. 
50x50 m Late Archaic. 
250x 1 25 m Woodland. 
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TABLE 6 ( continued )  
Sit e  Bio geo graphic · Dimensions Cultural Perio ds During 
Number Zone o f  Sit e  Which Sit e  Was Oc cupi ed 
40WG45 Terrac e 1 75x 1 7 5  m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e  
Archaic ; Woodl and ;  and 
possible Mississippian. 
40WG46 Upl a.11d 1 75x l00 m Early and Middl e .Archaic . 
40WG47 Slope/Bluff 350x 1 00 m U�own. 
40WG48 Floodplain 175x 1 00 m Early and Lat e  Archaic . 
40WG49 Upl and 3oox250 m Lat e Archaic.  
40WG50 T errac e 1 00x'75' m Lat e  Archaic.  
40GN 1 3  Terrac e 600x200 m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e 
.Archaic ; Woo dl and ;  and 
Mississippi an. 
40GN 1 4  Floodplain 250x 1 ?5 m Early , Middle , and Late 
Archaic ; and Mississip­
pian. 
40GN 1 5  Floo dplain 200x 1 00 m Early , Middl e ,  and Lat e 
Archaic ; Woodl and ;  and 
Mississippi an. 
40GN 1 6  Upl and 450x 1 75  m Paleo-Indi an; Early , 
Middl e ,  and Lat e Archaic . 
40GN 1 ?  Terrac e 1 .5ox75 m Early Arch aic and 
Mississippian. 
40GN 18 Floo dplain 150x7 5 m Mississippian. 
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cultural materi als from each site are sm all and often 
repr�sent multiple oc cupancy, no attempt is  made to in fer 
site functions or activities performed during a specific 
period . of occupancy. 
A more accurate idea of site frequencie s may be obtain­
ed if adjustments are made to account for difference s in 
the total area surveyed within each biogeographic zone . 
Approximately 40% of  the tot al area surveyed was in the 
floodplain zone. Ol der terraces accounted for about 20% 
o f  the are a, slopes and bluff s 15%, and uplands 25%. These 
differences re flect the smaller percentage of land in the 
terrace and slopes and bluf fs zones ,  as  well as differing 
amounts of  l and under cultivation within the various zones. 
CHAPTER VI  
SITE LOCATIONS AND  SETTLEMENT PATTERNS 
Prehistoric cultural materi als were recovered or 
observed from 4 1  sites during the survey. Of this tot al, 
8 1  
16 sites are located on first terraces o f  the alluvial 
floodplain, 17 are on the . earlier second and third - terraces, 
three are lo cated on slopes an d  bluf f  tops, and five are on 
the rolling upl ands, ridge summits, and hilltops. Identi­
fication o f  speci fic  cultural phases which. inhabited each 
site is based on the presence of diagnostic types o f  pro­
jectile points and  ceramics. 
Problems in interpretation were encountered as a result 
o f  small sample size, the limited number of  sites surveyed ,  
·multiple oc cupancy o f  many sites, an d  dif ficulty o f  ascrib­
ing most functional tool types to a speci fic  cultural 
period. Tentative statements concerning physiographi c 
distribution of  sites as they relate to settlement patterns 
are presented for each o f  the broad cultural periods. 
However, no attempt is made to present speci fi c statements 
regarding speci fic  cultural periods or site functions. 
The physiographic distribution of sites for each 
cultural period, as they relate to the biogeographic zones 
de fined in Chapter I ,  is presented below . 
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Paleo-Indian 
The P aleo-Indian period is represented by Clovis , 
Small. Fluted , and Hardaway- Dalton pro jectile point/kni fe 
types. · Four sites included in the survey produced ·Paleo� 
Indian points as shown in Table 7 .  A ·possible Wheeler type 
point was also recovered from one of these sites. 
TABLE 7 .  Paleo-Indian Sites by Biogeographic Zone 
Projectile Point/ Flood-
Knife Types plain 
Clovis 
Small Fluted 
Hardaway-Dal ton 
Wheeler-like 
Tot al  Sites 
Per Zone 
Biogeographic Zones 
Slopes 
Older and 
Terraces Blu ffs Upl ands 
2 
1 
3 
Early Archaic 
Tot al 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
The Early Archaic period is represented by Kirk Corner 
Notched, MacCork.l e Stemmed, St. Albans � No tched , LeCrov 
Bi furcat ed �, Kanawha Stemme d , . and Bi furcate Variant 
point types. Table 8 provides a summary of  the 22 sites 
which produced Early Archaic. projectile points/kni·ves • . 
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TABLE 8. Early Archaic Sit es  by Biogeographic Zone.  
Biogeographic Zones 
Pro j ectil e Point/ 
Slope s  
Floo d- Ol der and 
Knife  Types  plain Terrac es Bluffs  Upl ands Total 
Kirk 7 8 3 1 8  
MacCorkl e 1 1 
St . Albans 2 5 
Lecroy 1 2 3 
Kanawha 3 
Bifurcat e  Variant s 2 3 5 
Tot al  Sit es 9 , o  3 22 
P er Zone 
Middl e  Archaic 
St anly St emmed ,  Morrow Mountain , and Guil ford point 
types  represent the Middl e Archaic p erio d .  The 1 5  sit es 
whi ch :pro duc ed these typ es are summarized in Tabl e 9 .  
TABLE 9 . Middl e Archaic Sit es  by Biogeo graphic Zone .  
Biogeo graphic Zones 
Slop es 
Pro j ec til e Point/ Flood- Older and 
Kni f e  Types  plain Terrac es  Bluffs  Upl ands Tot al  
St anl y . 1 2 4 · 
Morrow Mountain 4 6 1 1 
Guil ford 1 3 4 
Tot al  Sit es 6 7 2 1 5  
Per Zone  
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Lat e )..rchaic 
The Late Archaic period is represent ed by Cedar Cre ek ,  
Sav annah River,  and· Otarre St emmed point types.  A summary . 
of the 23 sit es  which produced Lat e Archaic points is pro­
vided in Table 10. 
TABLE 10.  Lat e Archaic Sit es by Biogeographic Zone. 
Biogeogr.aphic Zones 
Pro j ectile Point/ 
Slopes 
Flood- Older and 
Knife  Types plain Terraces Bluffs Uplands Total 
Cedar Cre ek 6 4 1 1 1 2  
Savannah River 5 1 0  1 5 
Otarre 5 2 7 
Total Sites 1 0  1 1 1 23 
Per Zone 
Woo d.land 
The Woo dland p eriod is represent ed by 24 si t es which 
produced a variety o f  ceramic and pro j ectil e point/knife 
types. As st at ed in Chapt er III, specific Woodland periods 
and phases within these periods have  been established 
primarily based  on the pre ·�§..�p.ce and relative frequ encies 
of ceramic types. The occurrenc e o f  specific point types 
do es not correlate exactly with periods or phases d efined 
on th e basis of  ceramic data:. A particular point · or ceramic 
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type may, for instance, have been introduced during the 
Early Woodlan d  period and continued in use into the Middle 
Woodland period . Most of  the sites produced  points and 
ceramics which could have been produced during more th an 
one of  the Woodlan4 periods . Because of  the limited sample 
size, no attempt is made to assign a spe ci fi c  period or 
phase of oc cupancy to these sites . Eleven Woodl and sites 
are located on the first terraces of  the alluvial flood­
plain, 1 1  on the older terraces, one on a blu f f  top, and 
one at an upland location . 
Mississippian 
A total of 2 1  sites produced Mississippian ceramic or 
point types. Twelve . of these sites are located on first 
terraces of  the alluvi al floodplain and nine are on older 
terraces. All of  the. floodplain sites yielded ceramics 
which represent more than one Mississippi an temporal phase . 
Three terrace sites produced scattered sherds whi ch may 
represent isolated activity areas associated with large 
' . 
Mississippian sites on the ad jacent floodplains . Points 
assigned to the Hamilto n type appear to have been produced  
from the Late Woodland period into historic times . As 
with the Woodl and period, the Missis sippi an period is 
treated as a generalized time period for the purpose of 
this analysis. 
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Settl ement Patt erns 
Paleo-Indian pro j ectil e points/kniv es were r ecov er ed 
or o bs erved from three  t err ac e  sit es and on e upland sit e  
during the survey. Whil e no P al eo-Indi an artif acts w ere 
o bserved in the floodplain ar e as survey.ed , d eeply-buried 
sites could exist in this zone. Sit es such as the Thunder­
bird site in Virginia indic ate  that m an  was inhabiting 
river floo dpl ains of the e ast during the P al eo-Indi an 
period (Gardner 1 974) . 
Of t�e 30 sit es which produc ed Archaic cultural mate­
rials , 1 1  ar e  locat ed on the floodplains , 1 4  are on old er 
. . 
t errac es ,  on e is on a bluff top, and four ar e  on th e up-
l ands. The appar ent utilization  of vari ed biog eogr aphic 
zon:es from the b eginning to the end of the Archaic p eriod 
indic ates that th e inhabitants of th e middle  Nolichucky 
River Basin during th es e tim es wer e exploiting a wide r ange 
of enviro nmental resourc es. A procur ement syst em bas ed on  
s e asonality and scheduling may hav e  b e en est ablished early 
in the Archaic period and continued through Lat e Archaic 
times ( Chapm an 1975 : 233-234). 
During the Woo dl and period the larg er , more p erm anent 
sit es appear to have been  conc entrat ed on  the alluvial 
flo o dplains. Of the 1 1  sit es which produced  Woodland c er­
amics , nine are  loc ated on th e floodpl ains . Two terr ace  
sit es e ach produced one sherd. Th es e two sit es are  locat ed 
on t err ac es ad j ac ent to large  Wo o dl and floodplain sit es , 
and the sh erds may indicate s eparate  activity ar e as 
associated with the larger sites , or isolated artifact 
occurrences. 
A hunting and gathering subsistence base augmented 
with cultivation of plants such as marshelder (� sp. ) 
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and sunflower (Helianthus sp. ) (Chapman 1 973 : 1 3 1) may 
account for a shift to more permanent settlements on the 
fertile soils of the floodplains. Temporary seasonal sites 
on the terraces and uplands may have been used for hunting 
and exploitation of wild plant foods and lithic resources. 
Eleven large Mississippian sites are located along the 
broad alluvial floodpl ains of the No�ichucky River. These 
sites are all located on or adjacent to loamy soils of the 
Congaree series which are well suited for agriculture ( USDA 
Soil Conservation Service 1958a: 1 7 ) .  These sites may 
represent nucleated villages which were relying on intensive 
horticulture as a primary subsistence base. 
One small site on the floodplain of a large tributary · 
stream aud six terrace sites m� have been dispersed tempo­
ra:ry habitation sites occupied during exploitation of a 
variety of resources in support of the floodplain villages. 
Three other terrace sites produced single points or sherds, 
which may represent isolated artifact occurences or activity 
areas associated with l arger villages on the adjacent .flood­
plains. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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The principle goal of this work is to establish a 
tentative historical framework of cultural development and 
change in the middle Nolichucky River Basin . Particul ar · 
emphasis has been placed on distribution of aboriginal sites 
Within the various biogeographic zones in the surv ey area 
and utilization of lithic raw materials . Cultural materials 
and data recovered from  4 1  sites in the survey area indi­
cate that the area has been inhabited by man for over 10, 000 
yea:rs. Six broad cultural periods of occupancy are repre­
sent ed at the sites surveyed. These include the Paleo­
Indi an, E arly Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late Archaic , Wood­
l and, and 1-A..ississippian periods. 
The small sample size and limited number of sites 
surveyed does not provide sufficient data to m ake specific 
conclusions about patterns of settlement �d subsistence 
for individual cultural periods. However, tentative state­
ments concerning physiographic distribution of sites as 
they relate to settlement patterns and preference of lithic 
materials are presented below for each of the broad cultural 
periods. 
The first evidence of aboriginal occupation in the 
mi.dal e Nolichucky River Basin is associated with the Paleo­
Indian period . One upland and three terrace sites produced 
Clovis, Small Fluted , and Hardaway- Dal ton projectile 
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points/knives. One of these sit es also produced a Wheeler­
like point which may h ave been made during the Paleo-Indian 
period. These few artifacts indicate that the are a w as 
probably sparsely inhabited at least 10 , 000 years ago. 
ilthough the sample of Paleo- Indian artifacts is sm all , it 
appears th at loc al  cherts were predominantly used for 
the manuf acture of lithi c implements during this period. 
Intensive oc cupation of the middle Nolichucky River 
Basin beg an  during the Early Archaic period . This period 
is represented by � Corner Notched, Mac Corkle Stemmed,  
� Albans � Notched, Lecroy Bi furc ated Stem, Kanawha 
Stemmed, and Bifurc ate Vari ant pro jectile point/knife types. 
Twenty-two sites produced Early Archaic mat �rials, and 1 8  
of these were occupied during the Kirk ph ase. A starting 
d ate of around 7500 B. C .  has been suggested for the Kirk 
ph ase based on radiocarbon dates from sites in the lower 
Little Tennessee River Valley ( Chapman 1976 :  1 ) .  Chert was 
used for the :cianuf acture of 94% of the Early Archaic  pro­
jectile points/knives , with bl ack and dark gray varieties 
predominating . 
The Middle Archai c period is represented by St anly 
Stemmed, Morrow Mount ain, and Guilford pro jectile point/ 
knife types. Radioc arbon dates o f  around 5800 B . C .  were 
obtained for Stanley phase materi al s  in the Little Tennessee 
River Valley (Ibid. ) .  A marked shi ft in pre feren·ce of 
lithic materials occurred during this period, .with 69% of 
the projec tile points/knives in the sample being made of  
vein quartz or quartzite. 
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Late Archaic materials were recovered from 24 sites. 
Projectile points/knives which are diagnostic of this 
period include the Cedar Creek , Savannah River � and Otarre 
ty:pes. A radiocarbon date of 3740:!:260 B . c .• was obtained 
for the stratum which produced Cedar Creek points at a site 
?n the qlinch River in Virgini�  (Joseph L. Benthall, per­
sonal communication 1978). This point type is represented 
by 16 examples, ·a11 of which are made of chert. Intensive 
occupation during the Savannah River phase is evidenced by 
the 46 examples of this point type recovered from 1 5  sites. 
With the increased size of the Savannah River point type 
came a shift to the use of quartzite as the preferred 
lithic material. 
Throughout the Archaic period , inhabitants of the 
middle Nolichucky River Basin were apparently utilizing a 
wide range of environmental resources within the varied 
biogeographic zones. A procurement system based on season­
ality and scheduling may have been established during the 
Early Archaic period and continued through Late Archaic 
times · ( Chapman 1975: 233-234). 
The Woodland period is marked by the introduction of 
ceramics and a probable hunting and gathering subsisten·ce 
base augmented with cultivation of pl.ants ( Chapman 1973 : 
131 ). . Larger, more :permanent sites appear to have been 
concentrated on the alluvial floodplains during this period. 
Temporary seasonal sites · on the terraces and uplands may 
represent temporary seasonal sites for hunting and 
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exploitation o f  wil d pl ant foo ds and other resourc e s .  
Stemnfed pro j ec til e point/knif e  typ e s ,  such  as Swannano a 
St emmed,  Plott  Short St emmed,  Eb enez er,  and � �, are 
made  almo st exclusively o f  chert . Almo st half o f  the st em­
l ess triangul ar point s ,  such as th e � Creek, Gre enevill e ,  
and Nolichucky typ e s ,  ar e  made o f  quartzite  o r  vein quart z. 
The use o f  j asperoid in the production of pro j ect�l e points/ 
knives· appe ars to have  played a minor but signific ant rol e 
in the Woo dl and chipped  stone industry ( Amari n. d. ) .  
Limestone and crushed quart z-temp ered  c eramics appe ar  
simil ar t o  tho se found throughout the upp er T ennessee  
Vall ey.  The presenc e o f  one  Pigeon seri es sherd suggests  
cont ac t  with the Appalachian Summit region. 
The recovery o f  only nine  e arly Pisgah phas e  sherds 
from five  sit es  may indi c at e  that . the middl e Nolichucky 
River Basin was only sparsely inhabited  during the p erio d 
from A. D .  1 000 to 1 250 . Th e l arger sampl e o f  l at e  Pisgah , 
Qual� a, and Dall as c eramics indi c at es an int ensive o c cup a­
tion from around A. D .  1 250 until e arly historic  times .  
Changes in  c eramic s during this p erio d may refl ec t  influ.;. 
enc es  from the Appal achi an  Summit area to the east  as well 
as from the lower e ast ern Tennesse e Vall ey to the southwest . 
A -shift to nucl eat ed vill ages  which · reli ed on int ensiv e 
horticulture as a primary subsist enc e base is suggest e d  
by th e 1 1  l arge  Mississippi an sit es lo c at ed o n  t h e  bro ad 
alluvial floo dplains o f  the Noli chu·cky River • . Th ese  sit e s  
app e ar  to  have b e en purpo sely lo c at ed on  or  n ear th e mo st 
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fertile and e asily worked soils. Smaller terrace sites 
represent isolated activity or resource e:q;,loitation areas 
in support of the floodplain villages. High quality chert 
was used almost exclusively for the manufacture o f  points , 
with a distinctive tr anslucent gray ,;ariety constituting 
28% of  the sample. 
Prehistoric occupation of the middle Nolichucky River 
Basin is evidenced during six broad cultural periods span­
ning approXimately 10 , 000 ye ars. Patterns o f  variation in 
the intensity of occupation are indicated for individual 
cultural periods . However , no attempt is made to quantify 
these patterns based  on the limited  size o f  the sample 
recovered during the survey . 
In 1964 Jo ffre L. Coe demonstrated the existence o f  
stratified early sites in alluvial v alleys. Subsequent 
excavations by Broyles ( 1966, 197 1) and Chapman ( 1975, 1977) 
have shown that such sites may be deeply buried and extend 
to a considerable depth . Future deep testing along the 
first terraces o f  the Nolichucky River may show the exist­
ence o f  buried early sit es for which no evidence can be 
seen on the present l and sur face . 
Local materials were used almost exclusively in the 
pro duction o f  lithic implements . Marked changes in lithic 
pre ference appe ar to be directly related to the relative 
size o f  the implement desired.  Chert was used pre dominantly . 
in th e manu facture of small im)lements • . Where
.
larger 
implements, such as Savannah River projectile point s/knives 
were desired, lithic materials which were available in 
larger naturally occurring sizes were used. 
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This work represents a preliminary survey of the middle 
Nolichucky River Basin and only limited conclusions have 
been made based on the small amount of data and materails 
recovered. It is hoped that the information presented here­
in will serve as a data base which \vill aid in future survey 
and problem oriented research in this area. 
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